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Dear Members,
At the outset of 2019, the AMCHAM leadership convened at our annual
strategy session to identify key strategic goals: to expand membership,
increase revenue, enhance member services, and stay relevant to the rapidly
changing business environment.
It gives me great pleasure to reflect on the achievements of the past year, as
we were able to successfully implement several new initiatives in support of
these goals, while continuing to build on AMCHAM’s historic strengths.
EXPAND MEMBERSHIP
I’m happy to report that this was an unqualified success on several fronts.
AMCHAM welcomed 81 new corporate members into our fold - our largest
intake in the last several years. In addition, we increased the number of
individual representatives per company member from four to ten; this initiative
resulted in 600 new individual representatives being added to our community.
However, AMCHAM’s core strength lies not in quantity but in the quality and
commitment of the member community. Across the board, we have seen
increased engagement, with overall event attendance up by 25%. In terms of
leadership, we have doubled the number of Committee and Council leaders
working on our programming and advocacy, creating a platform for increased
synergy and productivity. We have also introduced a more personalized, indepth member onboarding process, to integrate our new members fully into
our community from the very beginning.
INCREASE REVENUE
One of AMCHAM’s core values is a commitment to healthy finances. From
2016-2019, the AMCHAM Board made the strategic decision to operate at a
deficit, in order to reduce the high level of cash reserves to a targeted amount
before taking other measures to increase revenue.
At the start of 2019, it was time to reverse course. Our priority was to cover
operating expenses from revenue, while not imposing an undue burden on
our average corporate member. Although our member fees had not increased
for 18 years – a remarkable achievement in itself, given the rise in costs over
that period – we wished to keep any increase at a minimum.
To do so, we reached out first to our biggest financial supporters, our Platinum,
Gold and Silver members. After discussions with them, we created the
Exclusive Member Tier packages with new and more relevant offerings, and
correspondingly higher fees. I’m happy to report that the response has been

enthusiastic – not only have we re-signed most members,
we have also added several new companies to our 2020
Exclusive Member Tiers.
This allowed the Board to raise the standard membership fee
by a more modest amount, that allows membership to stay
accessible to all companies, regardless of size, while more
accurately reflecting today’s costs. We also continue to expand
to alternative sources of income, such as partner events and
university briefings, while keeping our costs to a minimum.
STAY RELEVANT AND ENHANCE MEMBER SERVICES
These two goals are closely interconnected, as staying
relevant requires staying in touch with our members, listening
to your needs, and innovating our services accordingly.
There were too many new initiatives to go in detail, so I will
briefly list the highlights here:
• We established a Plastics Waste Management Task Force,
as AMCHAM businesses lead the way in support of this
critical Thai government priority.
• We launched three new event series, the monthly Insight
Exchange, the Women on Board Discussion Series, and
the first ever Young Professionals Start-Up Pitch Night, all
of which will continue in 2020.
• We brought back the Marketing & Communications Committee, which worked closely with the AMCHAM office to
upgrade and expand our communications strategy, as well
as hosting a highly successful Monthly Luncheon.
• Our recently launched website continued to improve, as
we rolled out a revamped online member directory, with

enhanced options for photos, videos, keywords and
links, as well as improved SEO.
• Ambassador Tomwit Jarnson, the Chamber’s Director
of Government Affairs, launched a fortnightly email
briefing, a summary of key news, business and government updates in the Kingdom.
• Advocacy took the forefront this year with over 40 government engagements, including one-on-one Minister
meetings as well as key government presentations and
discussions at the AMCHAM office. We also increased
the number of Councils and expanded the pathways for
advocacy positions to be sourced from our membership.
• Our AMCHAM CSR Excellence Awards program in
2019 was the biggest yet, with the introduction of
the People’s Choice Awards and recognition of our
first group of Platinum Status companies, who have
achieved ACE recognition for a record 10 years in a row.
I look back on 2019 with a strong sense of satisfaction
of what we at AMCHAM have been able to achieve with
the help of strong collaboration between our members,
our Committee Leaders, the Board of Governors and
the AMCHAM Secretariat. Although I will be stepping
down as President in 2020, I look forward to continuing
to remain involved as a Board Governor and would like to
thank you all for your support throughout this year.
Sincerely,
Greg Bastien
AMCHAM President

sales@ramadaplazamenamriverside.com
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Feature Stories

An Important New
Development in International
Business
Internationally Enforceable Business Dispute Settlement Agreements
By Jerrold Kippen

A

s many are aware, international arbitration is a popular
dispute resolution device
for international business
disputes. This is in no small part
because international arbitration
awards are readily enforceable in
practically every jurisdiction in the
world, which is not the case if parties
take their dispute to state court. This
advantage of international arbitration
is due to the success of the United
Nations New York Convention on
the Recognition and Enforcement of
Foreign Arbitral Awards (1958) (NY
Convention)1. The NY Convention
is a multilateral treaty, which among
other things, requires the courts of
the contracting states to recognize
and enforce arbitration awards made

by tribunals seated in other states.
With 160 contracting states (including Thailand as one of its earliest
contracting states) and the ever-increasing popularity of international
arbitration around the world, the NY
Convention is widely viewed as one
of, if not the most, successful international treaties.2
As of August 2019, a new
international convention – the United
Nations Singapore Convention on
International Settlement Agreements
Resulting from Mediation (“Singapore
Convention”) – is seeking to replicate
the success of the NY Convention
and create a system for the universal
recognition and enforcement
of foreign court judgments and

mediated settlement agreements.3
On August 7, 2019, in Singapore,
forty-six states signed up to the
Singapore Convention. While still in
its infancy, the Singapore Convention
is worth watching and, in some
ways, may affect the manner in
which international business parties
approach dispute resolution in
the future.4 This is because, like
international arbitration awards were
prior to the NY Convention, mediated
international dispute settlement
agreements are very difficult if
not impossible to enforce in most
jurisdictions.
Business parties generally prefer a
mutually agreed settlement to any

On August 7, 2019, forty-six states signed up to the Singapore Convention. The Singapore skyline shown here. Photo credit Getty Images
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dispute with a contract party if any
such settlement agreement would
be enforceable. It is less costly, less
time consuming, and may maintain
a valued business relationship. All
of this is generally not the case once
such a dispute goes to arbitration or
state court litigation for final resolution.
However, if the Singapore Convention
can gain similar global traction to that
of the NY Convention, then mediated
settlement may quickly become a
much more favored means of dispute
resolution between international
parties than it currently is. And, if
so, then jurisdictions that become
contracting states to the Singapore
Convention will become more
attractive locations to international
parties in which to do business than
non-contracting states.
The purpose of the Singapore
Convention is to provide a general
framework for the streamlined
enforcement of mediated dispute
settlement agreements between
international parties. What does
mediation mean in this context? The
Singapore Convention casts a wide
net by defining mediation as:
“a process, irrespective of the
expression used or the basis upon
which the process is carried out,
whereby parties attempt to reach an
amicable settlement of their dispute
with the assistance of a third person
or persons (“the mediator”) lacking
the authority to impose a solution
upon the parties to the dispute”.

Convention, so far, no European state
has joined. It is unclear why this is the
case. It may be because enforceable
settlement agreements are part
of a mature European dispute
resolution regimen and court order
or arbitration settlement awards are
widely recognized and implemented.
However, in both cases, the parties
must commit to formal dispute
resolution before mediating, which
can create hostility and undermine
the very goals of a mediation—to
reduce costs and maintain the
valued business relationship. Thus,
it remains to be seen whether
Europe will sign up to the Singapore
Convention and to what extent its
scope will be expanded beyond the
current forty-six signatories. However,
and in any case, forty-six states is
about one-quarter of all the countries
in the world—not a bad start at all.
Thus, while the scope of the
NY Convention is limited to the
recognition and enforcement
arbitration agreements and awards,
the Singapore Convention deals with
something quite different. By way
of the NY Convention, arbitration
awards tend to become something
very similar to a court judgment that is
enforceable worldwide.

Although the two largest economies
in the world, the United States and
China have signed the Singapore

The Singapore Convention, however,
recognizes and enforces settlement
agreements between parties
but offers enforceability of those
agreements internationally, thus
encouraging international contract
parties to take a more amicable
path to resolution of any dispute.
Settling disputes rather than fighting
them out which is almost always
the best way to go for commercial
parties when they can come to a
truly mutually acceptable settlement.
Commercial parties know this. But
of course, in order to be willing to
settle any dispute, international
parties need to know the resulting
settlement agreement will be adhered
to or, in extreme cases, enforced.
This is the assurance that the

References
1 http://www.newyorkconvention.org/english
2 http://www.newyorkconvention.org/countries

3 https://treaties.un.org/doc/
Treaties/2019/05/20190501%2004-11%20PM/ChXXII-4.pdf

An agreement in writing between
two international parties that is also
signed by the mediator qualifies
for enforcement in the courts of a
Singapore Convention contracting
state. The grounds for objection to
enforcement are provided in Article 5 of
the Singapore Convention and are very
similar to those of the NY Convention.

Singapore Convention provides in
the international/cross-border parties
context.
Therefore, like the NY Convention,
the Singapore Convention provides
another, but different and arguably
more commercially attractive,
internationally enforceable means of
resolving disputes between parties.
And the more confident potential
contract parties are that their contract
expectations will be met, the more
likely they will be to enter a contract
and do business. Thus, jurisdictions
that join the Singapore Convention
will become more attractive to
international commercial parties and
reap the benefits of increased crossborder business.
Thailand, however, has yet to join
the Singapore Convent while half
of its ASEAN neighbors—who are
also its most significant economic
competitors—already have. If it
wishes to reap the benefits of
increased international business and
investment, Thailand would be wise
to very seriously consider joining the
Singapore Convention soon.

Jerrold Kippen is an American
national, a licensed attorney
(California), and an international
arbitrator (FCIArb) who has been
working as a legal consultant in
Thailand since 2003. In 2010,
Jerrold co-founded, Duensing
Kippen-Attorneys & Arbitrators.
Duensing Kippen is an international
law firm specializing in business
transaction and dispute resolution
matters, with offices in Bangkok
and Phuket, Thailand.

4 https://treaties.un.org/pages/ViewDetails.
aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXII4&chapter=22&clang=_en
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Feature Stories

Too Many Employers Treat
Candidates Like Dirt
By Tom Sorensen

B

ad hiring practices ruin
your company’s image and
brand. Full stop! Why do top
executives let this happen?
Why does this improper behaviour
by hiring organizations and managers
continue to be a subject?
Dear Managing Director, Dear
Marketing Vice President, Dear Board
of Directors,
You should really be protesting
vigorously about these destructive
manners, which are causing great
damages to your company’s
reputation. Your Marketing
Department’s efforts to market
your brand and products through
business- and social media, through
Corporate Social Responsibilities
(CSR), through regular marketing
activities, they all mean little when
other colleagues in your organization
seemingly ignore professional
courtesy to job applicants and
candidates. I’m sure that no company
would ever talk as disrespectful to
their customers as they talk to job
applicants and candidates every day.
Glassdoor for Candidates is
like TripAdvisor for Travellers
In today’s Internet-driven world,
customers have more power than
ever. If job candidates have a positive
experience when dealing with your
organization, they will share this
experience with friends, family and
connections, which in turn can lead
to new business. The power of a
strong network begins at the start
of employee engagement and only
grows by word of mouth. But what
happens if you fail to provide a
positive experience when candidates
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Potential candidates can find difficulty in their job search. Photo credit Getty Images

are talking to HR and the hiring
managers? Research shows that
many unhappy customers will share
their complaint with up to 15 people.
Glassdoor is a website where current
and former employees anonymously
review companies. Exactly in
the same way that travellers use
TripAdvisor to share their experience
when travelling. In 2017, Glassdoor
stated that the site had over 41
million unique users and 5,800
playing employer clients or partners.
Companies are graded on a 5-point
scale with the average company
rating at 3.3 with 1.0 being classified
as “very dissatisfied”. I could easily
fill the rest of this page with quotes
that would shock you; comments
that applicants and candidates have
posted with names of the company
and employer. Any potential
employee considering a job with your
organization can easily look up your
company name, the location, and
read what critique other candidates
and even staff have posted.
• Terrible CEO!! Go far from here if
you want a better life.
• Management’s solution for bad

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Glassdoor reviews is to blame the
disgruntled employees.
I showed up to the Bangkok office.
The person I was supposed to
interview with first didn’t show up.
Had an interview for a senior
position. The two expat directors in
the meeting wore holiday shorts and
T-shirts, while the local staff wore
business clothes.
If you see some “good” reviews on
Glassdoor, don’t fall for it. Don’t be
a victim. A very toxic workplace,
where the boss engages in physical
fights with employees. Trust me,
you’ll hate your stay.
Take care of your staff and make
them feel appreciated. Don’t
penalize us for everything.
Always changing contract terms.
Penalties for taking time off for
illnesses or emergencies.
Zero work life balance. Always
doing overtime.
If the Manager continues to
act selfish and have no human
relations, it’s best to fire everyone
and hire a robot instead. This way
you can act the way you want;
a Robot ain’t got feelings to care
about what you say or who you
shout at.

Embarrassing, unacceptable,
and amateurish
A senior executive candidate once
told me how he pulled out of the
hiring process for a Managing
Director position at a multi-national
company who had contacted him
directly. He explained that he and
other top candidates met the client
six weeks earlier and to-date no
decision or not even an update
had been forthcoming. Let me be
very blunt about this: embarrassing,
unacceptable, and amateurish. There
is no way you will impress senior
executives with that kind of slow
recruitment process. Period.
Too many hiring companies still
think that the supply of applicants or
candidates is bottomless, and that
they can take forever to make their
decision. When the unemployment
rate in Thailand is less than one
percent, is it not common sense that
good candidates are like hot cakes?
Where is the courtesy to keep the

candidates you have interviewed
updated on a regular basis? For me,
a best practice regarding updates is
to send a short email at least once a
week, to remind your candidate that
you did not forget but the process
is on-going. It’s hilarious to watch
the arrogance displayed by some
hiring companies, when they call in
a candidate five times to interview.
Five different interview times means
five different days. Thai candidates
with ten annual leave days have just
used 50% of their yearly vacation
entitlement to take time off for these
interviews.
Too many companies still start the
interview meeting by asking the
candidate to fill out several pages
of an application form; the kind
of detailed form you typically fill
on your first day of employment –
not on the day of your interview!
Once interviewed, the candidates
are often left to figure out by
themselves what is happening,
were they considered unqualified

or will they receive a job offer?
Keeping talent happy is really very
simple. Show some courtesy, an
acknowledgement and frequent
updates will go a long way to show
that your company cares. Even
candidates who didn’t get the job
offer will still reflect positively about
their experience with your brand.

Tom Sorensen is a Partner
at Boyden Thailand, a global
Top 10 executive search firm.
Contact tsorensen@boyden.
com; learn more on www.
boyden.com/tom-sorensen and
www.boyden.co.th
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Feature Stories

Integrating ASEAN Supply
Chain Networks with Digital
Supply Chain
By Michael Beddie

G

eographically located at
the center of the ASEAN
community, Thailand is in
prime position to serve as
the logistics hub for ASEAN intraregional trade. Connected through
an extensive network of roads,
waterways, air routes, and with broad
access to the sea, the nation has a
unique advantage over most other
ASEAN countries. Ranking 35th out
of 160 countries in the World Bank’s
Logistics Performance Index (LPI)
and third among ASEAN countries,
Thailand has massive potential. Thailand hopes to continue this progress
with ongoing infrastructure projects
including upgraded rail infrastructure,
linking key economic regions via road
networks, expanding seaports to
handle greater volumes of cargo, and
enhancing airports nationwide.
With the formation of the ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC) and
taxes and regulations subsequently
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being reduced, intraregional trade
is starting to develop. Given this
development, the demand for
logistics services is expected to grow
exponentially. Although costs have
been gradually decreasing in recent
years, logistics costs per GDP in
Thailand still hover around 14%. For
comparison, average logistics costs
per GDP in the European Union
(EU) are around 8%. This highlights
a significant roadblock for Thailand
that the country must overcome in
order to remain competitive on both a
regional and global scale.
Immature logistics services within
the ASEAN region further complicate
trade between ASEAN members.
With varying levels of development,
some countries simply don’t have
the infrastructure to handle largescale trading. Member states
are joining forces in collaborative
efforts to develop transnational
logistics services. With developed

infrastructure, shipping times can be
reduced drastically, and intraregional
trade can become economically
viable. Coupled with reduced taxes
and regulations between trade among
ASEAN members, the region could
finally grow to reach its potential.
Since presenting the AEC in 2015,
ASEAN has made it clear that
economic integration towards a single
market is the institution’s main goal.
While intra-ASEAN trade accounts
for approximately 25% of the region’s
collective exports, intraregional trade
in the European Union accounts
for 65% of the region’s exports.
With ASEAN currently ranking as
the world’s 7th largest economy (if
counted as a single nation), economic
trade has been increasing rapidly,

Utilizing operation anomaly detection
techniques, weak links within the supply
chain can be eliminated and replaced with
a more efficient system.

By optimizing supply chain
operations, intraregional trade will
become more accessible and more
cost effective for Thailand and
ASEAN as a whole.

With plans to expand and upgrade
current infrastructure, greater volumes
of cargo will be processed through
Thailand’s supply chain networks.

As the Chair of ASEAN for 2019,
Thailand chose the theme of
“Advancing Partnership for
Sustainability.” With one of the primary
goals being to increase intraregional
trade and economic cooperation
among ASEAN members, logistical
complications are impeding these
efforts. Supply chains are becoming
more complex and scalable, making
a lean supply chain impractical
and inhibiting cost optimization. In
an attempt to make multi-national
logistics more efficient, researchers
from CMKL University and ThaiBev
have developed a scalable abstraction
modeler for large logistics operations.

The technology consists of three
main components: large data
monitoring, logistics optimization,
and operation anomaly detection.
By analyzing large amounts of
data, manufacturers were able to
accurately monitor and optimize
large scale logistics operations, as
well as identify areas that require
optimization. With the technology
primarily being designed to address
complications within supply chains,
contributions of individual subsystems to the overall logistics
performance can be identified and
resources can be allocated more
appropriately based on the level of
production. As quantities of data have
increased due to the larger scale of
multi-national logistical operations,
data has become extremely complex.
Understanding the information flow
of operations helps us detect faults,
recover from them, and optimize the
process by identifying weak links.

References
- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/1057613/
thailand-as-asean-logistics-hub
- http://m.hktdc.com/business-news/article/

Research-Articles/Opportunities-in-Thailand-sLogistics-Market/rp/en/1/1X000000/1X0A2LSH.htm
- https://www.asean2019.go.th/en/abouts/keyconcepts/

but is still lagging due to immature
logistics services and high tariffs.

While the project is ongoing,
researchers are confident that
the technology can effectively
address logistical complications
due to scalability and complexity. By
addressing areas of improvement
in logistics operations, operational
costs will be reduced significantly
while performance and efficiency
will improve, helping Thailand
achieve its goal of increasing
intraregional trade among ASEAN
members.

Michael Beddie is an American
citizen currently working for CMKL
University as a digital marketing
intern. He is a local student at
Webster University Thailand
and is in his final semester of
his BA Management degree.
Upon graduation, Michael plans
to pursue a career as a Foreign
Service Officer.

- https://www.boi.go.th/tir/
issue/201410_24_10/42.htm
- https://asean.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/
Table18_as-of-6-dec-2016.pdf
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Feature Stories

The Importance of Men as
Allies in the Boardroom
By Magesvaran Suranjan

I

n recent years, much of the dialogue around gender equality has
framed this as a women’s only fight.
To view it as such would be to miss
the point. Gender equality is everyone’s issue, and men should pick up
the mantle too.
It has been proven time and again
that empowering women at work
leads to business wins, from greater
profitability to greater creativity and
innovation. What is required is for
male allies to help fix the system
that has the odds stacked against
qualified women to make it to the top
of the corporate ladder.
Here are three ways men can be
allies in the fight for gender equality at
the workplace.
1. SHARE THEIR PRIVILEGE

In certain countries, cultural norms of
patriarchy still prevail where typically,
men remain the privileged gender. As
someone who has traveled to many
countries in Asia Pacific, Middle East
and Africa over the course of my
work, I have experienced how cultural
norms and entrenched attitudes can
be changed when men are unafraid
to open minds through dialogue and
action to encourage greater inclusivity.
At P&G, through our partnership with
Catalyst’s MARC (Men Advocating
Real Change) program, we are

helping both men and women
understand privilege and bias to
build more inclusive leaders. It is a
powerful program that has reaped
real results in bringing about a more
equal workplace in various markets
starting with the key role that men
play as allies.
2. WORK-LIFE BALANCE FOR
ALL
Today’s workers, both male and
female, rank work-life balance as a
top priority. During a panel session at
our recent P&G APAC #WeSeeEqual
symposium, my colleague shared
that both he and his wife had dual
careers while bringing up a family.
“Whenever there was an important
event for our children, it came to
bringing out calendars and having
that conversation about who has the
more important meetings,” he said.
This shows the importance of having
progressive policies that apply to
both genders.
Beyond the office, we are playing
our part to spark change globally
by creating thought provoking
campaigns that reflect today’s
reality that both men and women do
juggle careers, housework and child
rearing. For example, well-received
campaigns for brands like Ariel and
Joy, in markets such as India and
Japan show men doing the laundry
or washing the dishes.

Today’s workers, both male and
female, rank work-life balance as
a top priority.
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3. SUPPORT WOMEN IN
LEADERSHIP
Men in leadership positions play an
especially important role in supporting
female leaders and holding
themselves accountable for change.
These men support women’s career
development by consciously looking
out for qualified female talent to take
on suitable roles. I practice this too
by appointing women to crucible
roles that provide them with the equal
opportunity to thrive as leaders.
Today, there is a pressing need to
write a new playbook for inclusivity
and equality and men have a key
role to play as allies. We can and
we should blaze this trail, because it
is both the right thing and the smart
thing to do to see equal.

Magesvaran Suranjan (Suran) is
President, Asia Pacific, Middle
East and Africa for Procter &
Gamble. He has spent one third
of his career with the company
as a vice president and general
manager leading various
businesses across a variety
of functions, categories, and
regions.He is passionate about
making a difference in the lives
of consumers around the world
through P&G brands. A strong
advocate for talent development,
Suran serves on advisory boards
for two universities.
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Feature Stories

GDPR, a Perfect Backdoor
for Hackers
By Bernard Collin

E

veryone has heard about
GDPR, the recent Global Data
Privacy Regulation applicable
since May 2019 in which any
company that possesses data about
any individual residing in Europe must
comply with their request to verify,
correct or even erase the data in their
database. This is regardless of the
company location, and yes if you are
a company in Asia or USA and you
process data about individuals living
in Europe, you are under obligation to
conform to this law.
Conforming means replying to satisfy
each individual’s request and accept
to disclose the information you are
holding and accept to validate it
or possibly erase it. Penalty for not
conforming within one month of the
initial request can reach a value of 20
million Euros, or 4% of the company
annual turnover.
Despite great intentions to protect
the privacy of personal information,
the implementation seems to have
resulted in exactly the opposite.
Let’s review how it has already been
abused by hackers:
1. REQUESTING
INFORMATION THAT DOES
NOT BELONG TO YOU:

A white hacker decided to test the system and simply sent requests to 150
companies demanding to be handed
over all information they possessed
about his girlfriend, using her name
and an email address on an account
he quickly created with her name on
google… A very simple exploit.
Out of 150 requests, 83 companies
disclosed that they had information
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on her and 37 accepted to remit
all information they had based
on a simple email request with a
phone number as a proof of ID!
Some others requested additional
information but evading the request
was quite simple.

in Georgia (US$400,000), Lake City
Florida (US$500,000), Riviera Beach
Florida (US$600,000) and Nayana,
a South Korean web provider
(US$1,000,000).

The kind of information disclosed
included credit card, social security
numbers, passwords, and even her
mother’s maiden name, in reality,
a volume of information that could
easily be used to purchase items
online, possibly even opening an
account with a credit line in online
shopping and all sorts of exploits
based on identity theft.

Reverse ransomware is the idea
that once private information held in
a company has been hacked, the
ransom is demanded to avoid the
public disclosure of the information,
subjecting the company to public
embarrassment and a huge fine
from the EU. Considering 4% of a
company turnover as a fine, you
can easily see that a much cheaper
option seems to be paying the hacker
and hiding the hack.

What Is Wrong Here

What Is Wrong Here

GDPR has certainly great value for
privacy, the intention was good, but
the implementation failed massively.
First, businesses have very limited
time to respond, facing huge fines
if they don’t. Second, while GDPR
concerns data privacy, it is rarely
handled by an IT security specialist
and more than often left in the hands
of a HR division manager. There is no
approved mechanism to confirm the
identity of the claimer, and it is left to
the Data Controller to assess if they
are dealing with the right person. This
is utterly wrong and will lead to more
damage to the final end-user whom
the law was trying to protect.

Once again, the pressure of the
huge fine, the time to react and
the consequences of general
embarrassment are so important that
the blackmail is working. GDPR has
given hackers an incredibly strong
negotiating position. Now no longer the
company risks losing some data, which
with a good backup procedure is an
annoying but remediable situation,
however this time, there is no way out,
it is either 20 million Euros or whatever
ransom the hacker demands.

2. REVERSE RANSOMWARE

Once an account has been breached
from a user in a large company as it did
happen to Spotify, having access to a
client account allows you to request
all information detained in this person’s
name. You might not be worried if your
playlist or favorite music becomes
public knowledge, but all your bank
transactions, private identity details,

Ransomware is the action where
hackers access your data and
encrypt it, demanding a ransom to
provide you with a decrypted version.
A 10 billion-a-year industry. Huge
ransoms have been paid by large
institutions such as Jackson County

3. EXPLOITING A HACK TO
GET FULL DISCLOSURE OF
ALL INFORMATION

and credit card have a real hacking
value. They were easily obtained
from Spotify after the users’ account
was cracked, and who has a strong
password on his Spotify account?
Imagine if this situation happens
with a car rental company, delivery
company, or medical institution; the
sensitivity of information the hacker
can obtain takes a totally new
dimension. Don’t get hacked and
kidnapped the same day…

not a legal requirement and Spotify
was here not at fault.
Is there more to come? Sure is,
hackers spend their entire time
thinking about ways to breach
security, companies have other jobs
to take care of like marketing, selling,
producing, quality control, etc… it is
an unfair battle, but when government
implemented policies that can be
used as hacking weapons you really
wonder what they had in mind when
they created them.

authentication data this time.
You don’t want to see fake
companies advertising their
compliance to GDPR and inviting
people to authenticate to verify their
private data while in fact, users would
simply feed another level of hackers
with their authentication keys…

What Is Wrong Here
GDPR has transformed what was an
annoying hack of your basic account,
with very little consequences into a
potential nightmare handing over the
keys of the safe to the bad guys…
Once again, a clear well-defined
policy became the hacker’s best
friend through poor implementation.
Implementing a request to solidify
their identification procedure with a
2-factor authentication would have
protected the user entirely, but this is

WHERE WILL WE GO FROM
HERE?
The lawmakers must implement
bulletproof procedures to solidify the
identity of the requester, currently
the weakest link in the procedure.
The process for users to prove their
identity must be clearly defined
however this cannot be a kneejerk reaction. Badly thought out
mechanisms could easily turn out to
be phishing exploit to collect privacy

Bernard Collin is a long-time
resident in Thailand and the
CEO of SafeComs, a company
focusing on IT Support and
Security. For information on the
GDPR act or its implementation in
Thailand as PDPA please write to
info@safecoms.com
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Legal Updates

Thailand’s Personal Data
Protection Act
By Athistha Chitranukroh, Tilleke & Gibbins

T

hailand’s new Personal Data
Protection Act (PDPA) is the
country’s first unified data
privacy legislation for personal
data. Coming at a time when people
around the world are increasingly
aware of the risks and negative
consequences of their personal data
being compromised, the PDPA seeks
to align with international standards
such as the European Union’s General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
Prior to the enactment of the PDPA,
privacy rights were recognized in
the Thai constitution. Beyond this,
the handling of personal data was
governed by specific regulations
for a handful of sectors, such as
telecommunications, financial
institutions, securities, and life
sciences.
The PDPA was announced in the
Government Gazette on May 27,
2019. Most of its provisions will take
effect one year after enactment.
PDPA Exemptions
Often, the first thing lawyers want to
do with new legislation is understand
the extent of the law by taking a look
at the exemptions. In the case of
the PDPA, personal use, such as
interactions between friends, is of
course exempt, as is media use in
the public interest. The operations
of legislative bodies, credit bureaus,
and court proceedings would also be
made practically impossible and are
thus exempt. (For instance, imagine
having to ask permission to use a
person’s name in order to file litigation
against them.) Public safety-related
authorities, such as the police or the
Anti-Money Laundering Office, also
do not have to comply with the PDPA.
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The Basics
“Personal data” includes any data
pertaining to a living natural person
that enables the identification of that
person, whether directly or indirectly.
The PDPA applies to both digital and
physical data, and includes information
such as phone number, address, email
address, or anything that might enable
identification of the data subject—the
person directly or indirectly linked to
the information in question.
The PDPA lays out two main roles
relating to the handling of others’
personal data: the data controller
and the data processor. The data
controller is a person or entity with
power to make decisions regarding
collection, use, and disclosure of
personal data. The data processor
is a person or entity that collects,
uses, or discloses personal data on
behalf of, or under the instructions
of, the data controller. The data
controller carries significant liability
and obligations, while the processor’s
obligations and liabilities are very
limited in comparison.
Collecting Consent
The collector of personal data must
either have consent from the data
subject or be covered by one of
the exemptions detailed below.
Consent can be given in writing or in
electronic form. A request for consent
must be clear and must not be
deceptive or cause the data subject
to misunderstand. The controller
seeking consent must inform the
data subject of the purpose of
collection; the type of personal data
being collected; relevant third parties
to whom the data will be disclosed;
and the period of retention or use.

Any changes to this information will
require further consent, and consent
can be withdrawn at any time.
Some exceptions exist, such as
when the personal information is for
educational, research, or statistics
collection purposes (provided
appropriate personal data protection
measures are in place), or when it
helps to prevent danger to a person’s
life, body, or health. Also, certain
contractual obligations do not require
further consent. For instance, an
agreement to sell goods and deliver
them to various locations or email
addresses would not need consent
for handling each separate delivery
address or email.
Finally, there is an exemption covering
the legitimate interest of the controller
or a third party. This section of the
PDPA is in fact a direct translation
of the European Union’s GDPR
and is probably the least defined of
the exemptions. Under the GDPR,
this covers things such as fraud
prevention or data processing for
internal administrative purposes, but
it remains unclear how exactly the
legitimate interests exemption will be
applied in the context of Thai law.
Data Subjects’ Rights
Under the PDPA, data subjects are
accorded a number of rights over
their personal data:
• Objection: The right to object to
any collection, use, or disclosure
of personal data at any time.
• Access: The right to ask a data
controller to provide a copy
of the data subject’s personal
information and disclose where
they obtained it. The data

Legal Updates
controller will now be obligated
to disclose, upon request, how
they obtained the data subject’s
personal data.
• Erasure: The right to ask a
controller to anonymize or delete
personal information at any time.
• Data portability: The right to
obtain the data in commonly
used machine-readable format.
This right lets a data subject, for
example, ask a hospital to transfer
all personal data to the subject or
to another hospital.
Data Controller’s Obligations
Data controllers take principal
responsibility for ensuring that
operations fulfil all their obligations
for handling personal data, including
collection, use, and transfer. Their
first duty is to ensure that throughout
these steps, the personal data
remains correct, up-to-date,
complete, and not misleading. In
terms of security and maintenance,
the data controller must implement
suitable measures for preventing
loss, unauthorized access, alteration,
or disclosure of personal data.
These measures must be reviewed
whenever necessary, such as after
the implementation of technological
developments. The data must be
recorded in a form—either written or
electronic—that can be inspected
by the data subject or an authorized
party. When the storage period
expires, the personal data is no
longer relevant or exceeds the
scope of necessity, or the consent
is withdrawn, the data controller is
also responsible for seeing that the
personal data is erased.
Data Processors’ Obligations
Data processors are required to
strictly comply with the controller’s
lawful instructions and orders—
and conversely not take action
outside those instructions. The data
processor must also implement
suitable measures for preventing loss
or unauthorized access. They must
make sure suitable measures for
storing personal data and preventing
unauthorized access are in place.
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The data processor must also
record processing information. This
means maintaining an inventory of
the collection, transfer, and use of
personal data.
Data Protection Officer
Data controllers or processors with
a large amount of personal data
will also have to appoint a data
protection officer (DPO) to monitor
and verify compliance with the PDPA
by conducting compliance audits or
inspections. The DPO will interact
with the regulator if any issues
arise. Businesses with a large retail
customer base that generates a large
volume of personal data will probably
already have a DPO in place.
The PDPA requires appointment
of a DPO if the nature of the data
controller’s activities consist of
collecting, using, and disclosing
personal data, or if these activities
regular monitoring due to the large
scale of personal data (the exact
scale to be set later by the Personal
Data Protection Commission).
Data Breaches Under the PDPA
The PDPA recognizes two types of
breaches—not only when someone
takes personal data hostage, but also
cases of simply sending personal
data to the wrong person.
There is no exemption provision for
the DPO’s personal liability in the
case of a data breach. Nevertheless,
it is again the data controller who
is obligated to take action in such
an event. The data controller must
notify the office of the Personal Data
Protection Commissions of any
data breach within 72 hours, unless
the breach has no risk of affecting
personal rights and liberties. The
controller must also notify the data
subject(s) of any data breach that has
a high risk of affecting personal rights
and liberties and provide them with
remedial measures.
The 72-hour timeline can be
challenging, as during this time
the data controller must be able to

assess the risk level and identify
what to do about the data breach.
As a general rule, if more than just
one or two data subjects is likely to
be impacted by the data breach,
it should be judged a high risk that
needs to be remedied.
Penalties and Liabilities for
Failure to Comply
The PDPA sets out civil liability for
parties who fail to comply with the
law’s requirements and suggested
programs. These liabilities may take
the form of actual compensation or
punitive damages. The prescription
period can be from three to ten years.
Disclosure of personal data without
consent, or use outside the
stated scope, can incur a fine of
THB 500,000–1 million. Failing to
implement security measures, report
a data breach, or provide a copy of
personal data can result in a fine of
THB 1–5 million.
In addition, the data controller is
required to pay compensation for
any damage to personal data. The
PDPA also empowers the court to
impose punitive damages (up to two
times the actual damages) on the
controller—if the damage is THB 1
million, the court can increase the
penalty up to THB 2 million to impose
punitive damages.
Class action lawsuits can
significantly amplify the amount of
damages or compensation. With
a data breach, the controller’s
liability to pay damages is usually
quite small for just one or two
people, but if a large numbers of
people are involved, compensation
plus damages could reach into
the hundreds of millions of baht.
Coupled with the requirement to
notify each data subject of a data
breach, the associate costs can be
quite imposing. In other words, while
the initial time, money and effort
needed to get in compliance with
the PDPA might seem burdensome,
the costs of failing to adhere to the
standards introduced by the new
law could be catastrophic.
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Legal Updates

TM30 - Requirements for Reporting
Details of a Foreigners’ Residence
in Thailand
By Penrurk Phetmani, Tilleke & Gibbins

S

imilar to many countries,
any foreigner who wishes
to come to Thailand is
required to obtain a proper
visa that fits their purpose for visiting
and stay here, unless they have been
granted a visa exemption. In addition
to the visa requirements, foreigners
also have the duty to comply with
immigration rules while they are
staying in Thailand. Some of the
duties under immigration law apply
not only to foreigners but are also to
people who are involved with the stay
of a foreigner here in Thailand.

The Immigration Act 1979 is one of
the governing laws that oversees the
flow of non-Thai visitors to Thailand,
and ensures that they comply with
immigration requirements. This
includes one of the hot issues seen
in media reports and discussions
that have gone viral: providing
notification of a foreigner’s residence,
or the TM30. Some people may
encounter difficulties, or they may
not have a clear understanding of the
requirements or who is responsible
for making the TM30 report.
Under section 38 of the Immigration
Act 1979, owners of houses and
managers of hotels must notify local
immigration authorities within 24
hours of a foreigner arriving to stay at
their property.
Failure to do so would cause the
landlord, or the owner of the place,
to be subject to a fine of up to THB
10,000 for a hotel and up to THB
2,000 for a non-hotel.
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The TM30 reporting obligation is not
a new requirement, and it has been
applicable for many years. However,
in the past it focused mainly on
travelers in Thailand for a short visit,
and it required a hotel manager to
report the details of the hotel’s foreign
guests to the immigration office within
24 hours of their arrival.
Over the past few years, the
Immigration Bureau has implemented
stricter enforcement of the TM30,
whereby not only hotel managers
but also house owners, heads
of household, and landlords (in
the wording of section 38 of the
Immigration Act 1979) are required to
comply.

Duty to Notify
The TM30 notification is the duty of
the landlord, or the person who rents
out the place that hosts foreigners.
This applies to both Thai and nonThai nationals who are the owners, or
the lessees, of the accommodations.
A person who stays at condominium
under their own name also has the
duty to provide a TM30 report by
themselves at the immigration office.
Currently, persons who are exempted
from this duty are the landlords of
permanent resident permit holders
(who are deemed to stay in Thailand
on a permanent basis).
Required Documents

The requirement is also applied to all
kinds of accommodation and stay
permits, regardless of the length of
stay. One line of reasoning for the
stricter enforcement can be traced
to the bombing at Erawan Shrine at
Ratchaprasong intersection in 2015,
which heightened national security
concerns in the country.
Since this incident, the Immigration
Bureau has attempted to verify
everyone, and kept track of those
foreigners who failed to comply with
the law. Those people found to have
illegally overstayed their visa, are
extradited in accordance with the
government slogan “Good Guys In—
Bad Guys Out.” This is also one of
the mechanisms utilized by authorities
to reduce opportunities to carry out
crimes in Thailand.

A TM30 can be submitted by a
landlord, or by granting a power
of attorney. The basic documents
required for a TM30 are as follows:
1) TM30 form (can be obtained from
www.immigration.go.th or at the
Immigration Office);
2) Copy of the proof of ownership or
the lease agreement;
3) Copy of the passport or the
Thai ID card of the landlord. If
the landlord is a company, a
company affidavit and identity
document of the authorized
director(s) are required;
4) Copy of the passport, entry
stamp, and TM6 card of the
foreigner; and

5) Power of attorney (if the landlord
appoints someone to submit the
form on his or her behalf).
Each immigration office may exercise
their own discretion, and they also
have the right to request additional
documents as deemed appropriate.
Prospective filers should check
directly with the local immigration
office for details.
Submission Options
There are various options available for
submitting the TM30:
1) In person: The landlord, or the
representative under a power of
attorney, can submit the TM30
in person with the documents as
mentioned above.
2) By registered mail: The TM30
can be submitted via Thai

registered post. An additional
stamped envelope addressed to
the landlord must be included in
the package to the Immigration
Office, to enable them to return
the receipt for the TM30.
3) Online: The submission can be
made through the immigration
bureau’s website at www.
immigration.go.th. In order to
process the form and access the
online submission, a username
and password must first be
obtained. The application for the
username and password can
made via this website.
4) Mobile Application: The
Immigration Bureau has recently
introduced a mobile application to
facilitate residence reports via a
smartphone.

When and Where to Submit
The TM30 must be made to the
immigration office within 24 hours
upon the foreigner commencing
his or her stay at the location. The
submission can be made on the first
official day of the foreigners’ stay,
and the penalty fine can be waived.
Prospective filers should check
directly with the immigration office
where the accommodation is located
for details.

For an accommodation located
in the Bangkok area, a TM30 can
be submitted at the Immigration
Bureau (Chaengwattana). For an
accommodation located outside
Bangkok, a TM30 can be submitted
at the local Immigration Bureau office.
Article written in November 2019
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Legal Updates

No Minimum Investment Capital
Requirement for U.S. Companies
By Mike Doyle

I

t is commonly held in the market
that the minimum capital required
to establish a majority U.S. held
company under the Treaty of Amity
between Thailand and the U.S. (the
“Treaty”) is 3 million Baht. However,
that is not currently the case.
The Treaty is widely used by
U.S. investors in Thailand as it
grants qualifying U.S. companies
significant benefits and legal flexibility
normally only reserved for Thaiheld companies with only limited
exceptions: communications,
transport, fiduciary functions, banking,
exploitation of land or other natural
resources and domestic trade in
indigenous agricultural products.
For these Treaty companies, the
common belief is that the minimum
capital required for majority-held,
Thailand registered companies is 3
million Baht which is the generally
applicable minimum capital required
under the Foreign Business Act for
foreign companies engaging in most
types of business activities.
In actual fact, however, there is
no minimum registered capital
requirement currently applicable to
U.S. Treaty companies.
This position is supported by a
Ministry of Commerce regulation
issued on August 28, 2019, stating
that the minimum registered capital
requirements applicable to foreignheld companies is suspended
until 2029 for foreign companies
“qualifying under a treaty” which
includes companies qualifying under
the Treaty.
This regulation (which mirrors
previously issued ministerial
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regulations) is quite significant for
U.S. investors in Thailand as it makes
the above normal minimum capital
rule not applicable to U.S. Treaty
companies operating in Thailand until
2029.
For example, a U.S. company wants
to establish a subsidiary in Thailand
and set the subsidiary’s registered
capital at 500,000 Baht and the
company otherwise qualifies under
the Treaty. It would be allowed to do
so.
For example, a U.S. entrepreneur
seeks to establish a new company
under the Treaty and set the
company’s registered capital at
50,000 Baht and the business
otherwise qualifies under the Treaty. It
would be allowed to do so.
Another example, a company
previously registered under the Treaty
with a registered capital of 3 million
Baht fully paid up wishes to reduce its
capital from 3 million Baht to 100,000
Baht and company otherwise
qualifies to reduce its capital. It would
be allowed to do so.
Note that the minimum capital
requirement would still apply for the

issuance of work permits to foreign
staff (normally 2 million Baht and 4
Thai staff per one foreign employee),
however, if the business does not
require any work permits then no
capital requirements would apply to
Treaty companies until 2029.
This waiver of the generally
applicable minimum registered
capital requirement until 2029 is
quite significant as can help Thailand
to attract new foreign investment
from the U.S. as well as assist many
U.S. multinationals as well as SME’s
seeking to establish operations in
Thailand.

Mike Doyle is a U.S. lawyer and
Senior Partner of the Bangkok based
law firm Seri Manop & Doyle. He can
be reached a michael@serimanop.
com
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Work Permits and Visas Update
By Kowit Somwaiya and Oramart Aurore Saardphak, LawPlus Ltd.
1. Major Legislation

permit. They are not required to
obtain a work permit to work in
Thailand.

(1) The Emergency Decree on
Foreign Employee Management B.E.
2560 as amended by the Emergency
Decree on Foreign Employee
Management (No 2) B.E. 2561(“ED”).

4. TM30 Reports

(2) The Immigration Act B.E. 2522
(1979) as amended (“IA”).
(3) The Rules, Regulations and Notifications issued under the ED and IA.
The ED repealed its predecessor,
the Working of Aliens Act B.E. 2551
(2008). The IA has been amended
twice since its enactment in 1979.
2. Exemptions from Work
Permits
Under the ED, the following foreigners
are exempted from holding a work
permit to work in Thailand:
(1) authorized directors or managers
of foreign entities which have been
granted foreign business licenses
under the foreign business law; and
(2) foreigners who have been
granted Smart Visas under the smart
visa program jointly implemented by
the BOI, the Immigration Bureau (“IB”)
and the Department of Employment.
The above-mentioned exemptions
are in addition to the exemptions
given to a few other types of
foreigners who were originally
exempted under the Working of
Aliens Act, such as diplomats,
representatives and members of staff
of international organizations.
3. Smart Visas
(1) Smart Visas are available to
foreigners working or investing in the
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12 targeted industries consisting of
(1) next-generation automotive; (2)
smart electronics; (3) affluent, medical
and wellness tourism; (4) agriculture
and biotechnology; (5) food for the
future; (6) automation and robotics for
industry; (7) aviation and logistics; (8)
biofuels and bio-chemicals; (9) digital
industry; (10) medical services; (11)
defence; and (12) human resources
and education development.
(2) Foreigners who are eligible to
obtain Smart Visas consist of highly
qualified and highly-skilled experts
(Smart “T”), senior executives (Smart
“E”), startup entrepreneurs (Smart
“S”), investors (Smart “I”) investing in
one of the 12 targeted industries and
their spouses and children.
(3) Prior to obtaining a Smart Visa,
the applicant must first obtain a
Qualification Certificate from the One
Stop Service Center for Visa and
Work Permit of the BOI (“OSSC”), or
the Thai Embassy or Consulate in
their home country before obtaining
the Smart Visa in Thailand from
the OSSC within 60 days from
Qualification Certificate date.
(4) Smart Visa holders are exempted
from the 90-day reporting obligation
under the immigration law and can
re-enter Thailand without a re-entry

Hosts of premises (owners or
possessors or managers of such
properties as hotels, apartments,
condominiums, guest houses,
etc.) who provide accommodation
to foreigners must submit a TM30
report to the relevant IB office or the
police office within 24 hours after the
foreigners arrive at their premises
pursuant to Section 38 of the IA.
Failure to file a TM30 report can be
subject to a fine from THB2,000 to
THB10,000.
5. E-filing of TM6 Reports
Under the Order of the IB No.
235/2562 Re: Process for Electronic
Submission of the Form for Foreigners Travelling into or from Thailand
dated 5 July 2019, foreigners traveling to Thailand from the countries
where Thai visas are exempted can
file their TM6 reports (arrival cards
and departure cards) online at least
24 hours prior to their entry into or
departure from Thailand.

The information provided in this
document is general in nature and
may not apply to any specific situation.
Specific advice should be sought
before taking any action based on
the information provided. Under no
circumstances shall LawPlus Ltd.
or any of its directors, partners and
lawyers be liable for any direct or
indirect, incidental or consequential
loss or damage that results from
the use of or the reliance upon the
information contained in this document.
Copyright © 2019 LawPlus Ltd.
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Member News

Guardian Glass Opens New
Headquarters for Asia Pacific Team

I

n mid-December, Guardian Glass
Asia Pacific celebrated the public
opening of its new regional AsiaPacific (APAC) headquarters in
Thailand.
The new facility, located in the center
of Bangkok, is a collaborative space
and customer service hub that serves
as the as the base for the global
manufacturer’s Asia-Pacific business.
Around 50 Guardian employees will
work at the new facility, in general
management and administration,
marketing, supply chain, sales,
finance and HR roles.
Guardian Glass, a business unit of
Guardian Industries, is one of the
world’s largest manufacturers of
float, coated and fabricated glass

products. At its 25 float plants
around the globe, Guardian Glass
produces high performance glass for
use in exterior (both commercial and
residential) and interior architectural
applications, as well as transportation
and technical products.
Guardian Industries first invested in
Thailand in 1991, with a float glass
plant in Nong Khae, followed by
second float glass plant in Rayong in
1996. The company has continued
to grow adding new assets for mirror
production and a lamination line. Today,
more than 50 percent of its business is
now exported outside of Thailand.
“We’re excited to continue expanding
our presence in Thailand, which
serves as the critical base for

our Asia-Pacific business,” says
General Manager Alexis Underwood.
“Guardian Glass is committed to
the region and this next step in our
transformation comes on the heels of
our recent lamination line investment.”
Customers in the region -- architects,
interior designers, processors and
cladders -- will benefit from an
integrated system, managed by a
skilled team with shared knowledge
and expertise centralized in one
location.
“The opening is part of our vision to
build a scalable platform for growth,
become our customers’ preferred
partner and continuously improve
across the region and the world,”
says Underwood.

Bangkok International Hospital Opens

O

n November 14, Dr.
Praset PrasarttongOsoth, the founder of
Bangkok Dusit Medical
Service, PLC. (BDMS), presided
over the grand opening ceremony of
Bangkok International Hospital (BIH)
together with Narumol Noi-am, Acting
President & Chief Financial Officer –
BDMS and Michael David Mitchell,
the Hospital Director of BIH. Besides
BDMC executive members, doctors
and staff, YaYa Urassaya Sperbund
joined this event as a special guest.
Under the concept of “Rediscover Your
Life” Bangkok International Hospital
aims to deliver the next level of patient
experience and satisfaction by offering
comprehensive state-of-the-art care.
Health talk on the stage was given
by multidisciplinary team, including
Dr. Nanthasak Tisavipat, Dr. Sarij
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People gather for the grand opening of Bangkok International Hospital.

Srisuparp, Dr. Vajara Phiphobmongkol,
Dr. Phonthakorn Panichkul, and Dr.
Asawin Puwatanasan. In addition,
a press tour was arranged to

demonstrate Hybrid OR, Cutting-edge
robotic imaging to drive minimally
invasive surgery, the Smart ICU, and
the Premium Elite suite.
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Special Updates

AMCHAM CSR Excellence Awards

Recipients of AMCHAM’s 2019 Corporate Social Responsibility recognititons and awards pose for a large group photo.

O

ver six hundred corporate executives and
government leaders gathered for the AMCHAM
CSR Excellence Awards, which honor the
corporate social responsibility (CSR) programs
of member companies. Michael Heath, Chargé d’Affaires
of the U.S. Embassy, and H.E. Dr. Kobsak Pootrakool,
Deputy Secretary General to the Prime Minister on
Political Affairs and former Minister attached to the Prime
Minister’s Office, presided over the awards on November
18, recognizing companies with a demonstrated
commitment to conducting business responsibly and
giving back to society.
Chargé d’Affaires Michael Heath congratulated the
assembled companies for their efforts in soft diplomacy,
noting that they “illustrate what American companies do
so well – engaging in sustainable business practices
that improve the lives of your employees, as well as the
wellbeing of the communities in which you operate”,
following the principles of “doing well by doing good”.
AMCHAM CSR Excellence Recognition is awarded to
AMCHAM member companies for their long-term efforts
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to support Thailand’s sustainable development. Qualifying
companies have CSR programs with measurable results
that create both economic and social gains for a year or
more, high levels of employee involvement, and strong
strategic partnerships with Thai organizations. The
company mission must also align closely with the goals of
the CSR activities. Special designations are also given to
firms that have met the rigorous judging standards for three
or more consecutive years (Silver); five or more consecutive
years (Gold); or ten or more consecutive years (Platinum).
A judging panel made up of senior business executives
and government officials selected three projects to receive
Special Awards:
• Procter & Gamble won the The Ambassador’s Award
for Excellence in Thai-U.S. Partnership for their project
“Annual Thailand Wholesale and Retail 4.0 Business
Conference.” Presented by Michael Heath, Chargé
d’Affaires of the U.S. Embassy, this award recognizes
a CSR project that promotes U.S-Thai partnerships
that bring U.S. knowledge, expertise, or best practices
to Thailand.

• Bank of Ayudhya won the Excellence in Project
Supporting Thai Development for their project
“Krungsri Financial Literacy Programme”. Presented by
H.E. Dr Kobsak Pootrakool, Deputy Secretary General
to the Prime Minister on Political Affairs, this award
recognizes excellence in CSR programming that
supports a specific Thai government objective.
• MQDC won the Excellence in CSR Projects Award for
their project “Resurrection of Urban Canal System for
Bangkok”- presented by current and former AMCHAM
Presidents Gregory Bastien of American Axle and
Jeffrey Nygaard of Seagate Technology.
In 2019, AMCHAM Thailand also welcomed the first
group of candidates eligible for Platinum Recognition
Status. In honor of their sustained commitment to Thai
society, these candidates were invited to compete for the
first People’s Choice Awards, determined by vote across
the entire AMCHAM membership. There were two award
winners representing two budget categories, recognizing
that social impact can be achieved at every scale:
• People’s Choice Award: Over 3 Million Baht: WHA
Group won for their project “Clean Water for the
Planet”.

• People’s Choice Award: Under 3 Million Baht: Grand
Hyatt Erawan Bangkok won for their project “Youth
Career Initiative”.
Since the introduction of the AMCHAM CSR Excellence
Awards, it has become a signature AMCHAM program,
and has been adopted by AmChams in other countries
around the region, including Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam
and Indonesia. In 2019, almost 80 companies applied
for the awards, and 68 companies met the rigorous
qualification standards for recognition.
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Special Updates

AMCHAM CSR Excellence Recognition Recipients
Platinum Status
- Chevron Exploration & Production
- Citibank
- Coca-Cola
- Esso
- GlaxoSmithKline
- Grand Hyatt Erawan
- Microsoft
- Minor International
- Santa Fe Relocations
- Seagate Technology
- WHA Industrial Development
Gold Status
- Accenture Solutions
- AIA
- Amway
- Bank of Ayudhya
- Baxter Healthcare
- Bumrungrad Hospital
- Cargill Siam
- Caterpillar
- Central Food Retail
- Cisco Systems
- Colgate-Palmolive
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-

Conrad Bangkok
Diageo Moet Hennessy
Dow Chemical
FedEx Express
Ford
General Motors
HSBC
IBM
Kenan Foundation
Johnson & Johnson
KFC Thailand
Laguna Resorts & Hotels
Marriott Thailand Business Council
McThai
Mondelez International
MQDC Magnolia
Pfizer
Procter & Gamble Trading
Samitivej Hospital
Shangri-La Hotel Bangkok
Standard Chartered Bank
Western Digital

Silver Status
- CoffeeWORKS

-

Nu Skin
Renaissance Hotel
Robere & Associates
Sri-Trang Agro-Industry
The Athenee Hotel

CSR Recognition
- American Axle & Manufacturing
- Baker & McKenzie
- Bangkok Marriott Sukhumvit
- Bayer
- Diversey Hygiene
- Foster Wheeler
- Herbalife Nutrition
- Jeunesse Global
- MSD
- Oracle
- Philip Morris
- Phuket Hotel Association
- Raja’s Fashions
- Refinitiv
- Syngenta Crop Protection
- TCC Technology
- Thai Rayon
- The St. Regis Bangkok

INTRODUCING THE DRIVE
FOR THE DRIVEN
Early mornings. Later nights. Frequent, frequent flyer status.
Hotel bars. Meetings on the fly. Working off your drive.
New faces. New places. No stopping you.
EXPERIENCE THE SSD BUILT FOR TRAVEL
MyPassportGo.com

MY PASSPORT GO
™

PORTABLE STORAGE

DROP-RESISTANT*
BUILT-IN CABLE
POCKET-SIZED
MAC + PC COMPATIBLE

WD, the WD logo and My Passport are registered trademarks or trademarks of Western Digital Corporation or its affiliates in the U.S. and/or other countries.
All other marks are the property of their respective owners. Product specifications subject to change without notice. Pictures shown may vary from actual
products. © 2019 Western Digital Corporation or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
*Up to 2 meters.
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Letter from the Executive Director
Exclusive Member Packages for 2020, to overwhelmingly
positive response. Thanks to this, in 2020 these Exclusive
Members will provide an even greater proportion of AMCHAM
revenue, allowing us to keep our annual membership fees
low for everyone else.
Finally, the AMCHAM team is one of the strongest teams I
have ever had the privilege to lead. Although there are only
16 of us in the office, the team brings an impressive diversity
of experience and perspective. Our small team represents
six nationalities (besides Americans and Thais, we also have
staff from Canada, Australia, India and Cambodia). Every
generation from Baby Boomer to Gen Z is represented.
The team’s combined work experience spans the private,
non-profit, and government sectors, not to mention a variety
of industries. Many colleagues have been with AMCHAM
for over 10 years and readily share their long institutional
memory with our newer colleagues, who bring their own fresh
perspectives to the table. Each day I come to work grateful for
the breadth and depth of experience I can draw on to achieve
our goals, and energized to work with such a positive team.

come chill out!

Saturday, April 25, 2015
Shangri-La Hotel
6 pm - 1 am
Dear Members,

As we enter a new decade, the AMCHAM team and I are
excited about the new initiatives we’ve launched over the
past year, and the ones that we are planning to roll out.
None of these would have been possible, however, without
the active involvement of an astonishing number of people.

First of all, I would like to thank the AMCHAM membership.
After a year and a half of meeting you at events, visiting you
at your workplaces, and working hand-in-hand with member
volunteers, I am filled with appreciation for the sheer variety
of people and companies that make up the AMCHAM
membership, as well as the high levels of professional
expertise and commitment. Your input defined our event
programming and advocacy initiatives, and will continue to
shape AMCHAM priorities and growth in the years to come.
I would also like to thank our 2019 Exclusive Members
whose generous support covers a significant amount of the
AMCHAM operating budget. They are listed at the bottom
of this page. Through consultations with these members,
AMCHAM has significantly revised the offerings of our

mpagne,
our-couse
ncing and
ent

Although my name is often the one that headlines official
AMCHAM communications, each and every one of the
AMCHAM team is ready and able to help you with anything
you need. Please don’t hesitate to seek them out at events
or email them with your inquiries – with your input we can
continue to strengthen the AMCHAM community and
innovate our offerings for members.
I wish you all a prosperous and healthy 2020.
Sincerely

Heidi Gallant
Executive Director

The event supports
Tickets:
the AMCHAM
Baht
4,000
per person
THANK
YOU
TO AMCHAM’S
2019 CORPORATE PARTNERS
Thailand Charitable
Black Tie or Theme
PLATINUM
Foundation

GOLD
ore information, please contact sheree@amchamthailand.com

Gold Sponsors:

Silver Sponsors:
SILVER
Pantone 151C
Pantone 151C
Black

Black

Black
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In the Spotlight
In the Spotlight highlights AMCHAM’s leadership; including board governors, committee and council co-chairs.

Amara Chunplang (Nacky)
Amara (Nacky) Chunplang is the Corporate and Public Affairs Lead at Pfizer. She has been
spearheading Pfizer’s CSR initiative in Promoting Wellness Literacy and as a Co-Chair of AMCHAM’s
Healthcare Committee, focuses on organizing events for the member community that are relevant to
the healthcare industry.
to be active with clear strategic vision once again.
As a Committee Leader for AMCHAM’s
Healthcare Committee, what have been some of
your key accomplishments this year?
This year, council members were able to set clear
goals and objectives underlining Thai government
direction toward Thailand 4.0 and Medical Hub as
the opportunity for growth where we could address
common interest around business challenges through
policy recommendation. Taking group of AMCHAM
members to visit an advanced laboratory facility in the
Thailand Science Park, National Science and Technology
Development Agency (NSTDA) and hearing ‘health
innovation’ directive under EECi project was also one of
the eye-opening experiences where members across
a mix of industries could exchange ideas outside of
the meeting room atmosphere.They could also engage
with government officials and researchers for network
establishment going forward.
How do you foresee the future of the
Healthcare industry in Thailand?
Thailand is among the world’s rapidly aging countries.
Healthcare financial need grows in demand from aging
populations. By 2050, Thailand is forecasted to become
a “super-aged” society, with elderly people accounting
for more than 35 percent of the population, according
to United Nations Population Division. This is foreseeing
the rise in demand for the healthcare sector in various
perspectives i.e. community, facility, advanced treatment,
innovative medicines, etc.
How can private sector contribute towards
advancing the Healthcare industry?
How did you first get involved with AMCHAM?
Pfizer has been an AMCHAM member for more than
a decade. As an American company, AMCHAM is the
right place for me to seek friends and potential business
partnership across industries. I first joined AMCHAM in
2013 where former Pfizer executives had contributed
significantly in healthcare committee. In January 2019, I
took the co-chair role and reignited the healthcare council

With aging population lying ahead together with medical
hub direction, private sector will play an important role
bringing new technology and innovative healthcare
solution, to support the fast-growing demand in the
healthcare segment. With open-minded public private
partnership directive of recent government, I strongly
believe that the American business community could
certainly support Thai people with the future growth of
healthcare business.
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In the Spotlight

Herman Ehrlich
Herman Ehrlich is the General Manager of Conrad
Hotel and served on the Board of Governors at
AMCHAM Thailand from 2016-2019. He continues to
lend support to the AMCHAM Thailand Foundation’s
Career Camp, where students visit Conrad Hotel to
get hands on experience working in the hospitality
industry. He is also the Board Liaison for AMCHAM’s
Travel and Tourism Committee.

Describe your journey with AMCHAM as a member
of the Board of Governors?
I joined the AMCHAM Thailand board in January of 2016. After
my board experience at the American Chamber of Commerce
in Japan, it had become obvious that if I wanted to serve my
community, AMCHAM would be the perfect organization. In the
first year, my board oversight responsibility was primarily with
the Travel and Tourism Committee, which provided insight in
various aspects of the tourism industry in Thailand and hosted
a variety of events and at the same time it was a great way to
get acquainted with the tourism and associated industries in
what was then our new home environment. The board journey
was one of learning and sharing. Learning as fellow board
members shared their own experiences and sharing when I
had the opportunity to explain best practices from my previous
board and professional experiences in overseas locations.
The board journey is also one of questioning as to how we can
add better value to the organization and if practices are still
relevant and commensurate with our aspirations as a leading
chamber of commerce. The role of the chamber in advocacy
and the hard work that is done by the office team to facilitate
a steady relationship with the ever-changing world of government and ministries is another aspect that board members
get acquainted with. Learning what moves the needle in other
industries and listening to underlying aspects from fellow board
members, provides a rare insight that allows one to build a
more solid opinion based on factual data.

What has been your most enriching experience as
part of AMCHAM’s business community?
The amazing diversity in people and the wide variety of businesses are ever enriching. The privilege of attending the celebrations surrounding the 200th anniversary of the Treaty of
Amity with the presence of His Majesty King Rama X as well
as the commemorative service in honor of King Rama IX with
the combined Board of Governors were unique, auspicious
and solemn. Learning about the intricate details of industries
other than your own is beyond doubt the most rewarding to
gain better understanding of how these aspects impact the
overall economy.

How has AMCHAM evolved over the last 2 years
and what role does AMCHAM’s membership play in
your business?
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AMCHAM has gone through a considerable metamorphosis in the past two years, marking a new era with Executive
Directors changing and a strategic approach on how to
prepare the organization for the third decade of the 21st
century in a variety of aspects such as membership activities,
and communication to name a few. An absolute delight to
see Generation X and Y taking a more prominent role in the
leadership of the organization and Generation Z affecting
AMCHAM through the office team. What a treat to see such
a well-established and respected organization having the
courage to challenge the status quo and reinvent its behavior
without impact to its core mission.

What according to you are key AMCHAM benefits
for members from the hospitality industry?
We are living within our own industries and professions
and are often time well-served with networking within those
confines. Unfortunately, growing as better professionals and
becoming a better person often comes from understanding
the world beyond our own. AMCHAM membership provides a
unique opportunity to network outside our traditional avenues
with a wide range of professionals and industries, creating prospects at each event and interaction to grow. Grow
professionally and grow personally, learning that our challenges are often times experienced in other environments and
learning how others have used them to create solutions and
avenues to develop and enhance their businesses.
The information about development in government with laws
and regulations is tremendously helpful to get the essentials
that potentially affect our businesses. The AMCHAM website
is best in class when using as a resource and to use for the
registration of events.

3 words to describe Thailand…
Gracious, warm and wonderful.

Peter Fischbach
Peter Fischbach is the President of ISM Technology Recruitment Ltd. He is an
entrepreneur and has been an active member of AMCHAM Thailand, where he
has served in various roles over the years, including as a leader of the Digital
Economy Committee and as a member of the Board of Governors.
What role does AMCHAM
membership play in your
business?
As a provider of outsourced IT staff,
participation in AMCHAM has always
been a great way to meet clients and
to find vendors providing services
my business needs. Besides B2B
networking, membership lets me work
with others in highlighting commercial
and regulatory issues affecting my
business and the foreign business
community as a whole. Although
government advocacy can be a
frustrating process, it’s gratifying when
those efforts produce positive results.
You have seen Thailand’s digital
economy grow since 1991.
How do you think AMCHAM has
evolved digitally?
Like most organizations in the pre-digital
age, AMCHAM relied on fax paper (rolls

and rolls of it!) as the standard means
of communication. AMCHAM joined the
modern era in 2000, installing an office
LAN, building a website, and switching
from fax to email. With the most recent
upgrades - a new website, membership
system, mobile app, and timely content
delivered via social media - AMCHAM
is embracing the digital economy
enthusiastically.
What advice would you give
SMEs to successfully respond
to Thailand’s rapidly advancing
digital economy?
The best advice for SME success is
really no different than it was in predigital days: find a niche and ‘own it’,
be the best at what you do. However,
rapid advances in technology definitely
help level the playing field, in operational
efficiency as well as for marketing and
expanding the scope of customers
and suppliers. The extra challenge in

Thailand is finding staff with the skills to
fully utilize those tools for competitive
advantage. It’s worth considering how
technology can help SMEs attract the
best and brightest by enabling benefits
such as flexible hours, remote work,
access to online services, collaboration
tools, etc.
What was the most recent
AMCHAM activity you
participated in, and why?
I joined Khun Tomwit to represent
AMCHAM at a meeting with Minister
Kobsak Pootrakool and the Immigration
Bureau, to give feedback on the
proposed, new 90-day reporting app.

Luca Bernardinetti
Luca Bernardinetti is Chairman and Managing Partner of Mahanakorn
Partners Group. An authority on infrastructure financing and Public-Private
Partnership projects, he has enjoyed being a guest lecturer at top ASEAN
universities and speaker at international summits. He is a consummate media
commentator, having given interviews for media such as the BBC and CNN.
How have you grown your
network with AMCHAM?
Being an active AMCHAM member
company has given MPG the opportunity of meeting many interesting people
from different walks of life. I like the fact
that AMCHAM is so diverse, which
makes attending many of its numerous
networking events well worthwhile.
Why did you choose the role
of Committee Leader for
AMCHAM’s Business Econ
Committee?
AMCHAM Executive Director Heidi

Gallant proposed this role to me. I’ve
been interested in business, finance
and economy for as long as I can
remember, so I thought I’d share my
passion with my fellow AMCHAM
members. Ever since I started to chair
the Committee, we’ve had the chance
to explore many interesting topics
and host many illustrious speakers,
including property experts, economists
and even a senior director of the Bank
of Thailand.
What are some events that
you think would be valuable
to AMCHAM’s membership in
2020?

While networking events can be
fun, personally I get more value from
conferences on topics related to my
business. For example, one of the
yearly symposiums I have involved the
Business Economics Committee in is the
ASEAN PPP Summit, boasting panels
of experts in Public-Private Partnerships,
capital projects and infrastructure
financing. Recently, I enjoyed attending
the IndoPacific Business Forum, coorganized by AMCHAM.
The American Chamber Of Commerce In Thailand
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Council & Committee Roundup

AMCHAM Leadership meets for the 2019 Mid-Year Strategy Session.

Council and Committee Roundup 2019
At the end of every year, AMCHAM asks its committee and council leadership to write about their
accomplishments. AMCHAM averages around 200 events and engagements a year, which could not
happen without the tireless dedication from the guidance provided by the Chamber’s committees
and councils.

AEROSPACE COUNCIL
Council Leadership: Jim Grunewald,
Trident Aviation Services Group; John M
Brasch, Trident Aviation Services; Ronald
Brickerd, BOSA-Thayaan Aircraft Service
Board Liaison: Greg Bastien, American
Axel Manufacturing
2019 Accomplishments:
A total of 8 monthly meetings and aerospace council
specific offsite networking events were held throughout
the 2019 calendar year. The council kicked off the
year with the briefing from the Board of Investment
(BOI) Industrial Linkage Development Division. The
presentation was the basis for many of the agenda
items throughout the year, as the aerospace council’s
inputs and feedback on effects of the BOI incentives
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and additional enticements, pertaining to the Eastern
Economic Corridor (EEC), have thoroughly pollinated the
council’s discussions with Thai Government’s entities. We
will continue to encourage that the information provided
by the council’s membership, to applicable Thai agencies,
be incorporated in future briefings for the upcoming 2020
agenda to increase the depth of knowledge and resident
expertise for aerospace industry operations in Thailand.
Throughout 2019, the council membership continued
to advocate with the Ministry of Transport, the BOI and
the EEC for increased awareness for aerospace unique
requirements for establishing operations in Thailand.
Issues such as Free Zone availability, foreign ownership
requirements for aviation repair station licensing, EEC
benefits, supply chain specific necessities, and technician
training, were topics that dominated the dialogues and will
continue to dictate our agenda in 2020.
The February meeting featured the EEC Deputy Secretary
General, Investment and International Affairs group

comments on explicit and additional benefits of aerospace
companies that will locate in the EEC. While this provided
an update on the progress of the Thailand 4.0 initiative,
there is still much work to be done to attract more
foreign investment for aerospace in Thailand. Several of
our members have worked closely with the BOI, for the
development of the Thai Government’s S-Curve policy
and how to attract more aviation related business to the
Kingdom. In March, the WHA Group offered a seminar,
workshop and update on their progress for developing the
Aviation related industrial sites.
As another example of the diversity of services that
our membership is involved with in the Thai aerospace
industry, is the specialized logistics that are required to
move aerospace products for both OEM and MRO. At the
mid-year meeting in June, the council received a detailed
briefing from council member Chris Tiffany, the General
Manager of Key Accounts at Kuehne + Nagel Thailand,
one of the largest logistics companies in the world for
Aerospace components.
To increase that member experience, the council reached
out to the Aeronautical Repair Station Association (ARSA).
ARSA is a large lobbyist organization, based in Washington
D.C. that sponsors initiatives and legislation to support its
affiliates. Throughout the calendar year, the ARSA updates
were presented and discussed at the council membership
meetings and feedback of these discussions was
coordinated with ARSA in order to gain specific answers
on pertinent issues that our membership presented. The
AMCHAM aerospace council has also served to help
ARSA gather info on overseas repair station statistics and
this partnership was viewed as extremely beneficial to the
2019 monthly meeting agendas.
In summation, the invitation to the AMCHAM aerospace
council for partaking in the Thai Aviation Society Events,
from our member sponsor company Triumph Air Services
Asia, continues to serve our industry colleagues with
a premier venue to network and add real value for the
council participants throughout 2019. The council
would like to thank the membership for their enthusiastic
participation and to the numerous other AMCHAM
committees who have provided guidance on issues of
mutual interest.

2019 Auto Industry Briefing and 2020 Outlook” on Monday December 16, 2019
at the Conrad Bangkok.

advocacy on three priority topics that are strategic to the
competitiveness of U.S. companies’ investments in the
Thailand automotive industry.
a.

• Advocacy on the implementation timeline
Thailand’s future emission standards: AMCHAM
issued a letter dated Oct 1, 2019 as part of a
strategic advocacy in conjunction with other
industry associations, namely the Thai Automotive
Industry Association (TAIA) and the Federation
of Thai Industries (FTI), seeking Government’s
re-consideration on the current implementation
timeline in view of effectiveness of the current
policy, while providing key recommendations to
the Thai Government in order to achieve optimal
benefits for the economy and the public.
• Raising Awareness on the Future Automotive
Trends: provided briefing for AMCHAM members,
organized public seminar and talk on automotiverelated topics (see details below)
b. Promoting Labor Relations and Building the Supply of
Skilled Workers
c. Infrastructure Committee: Expanding Critical Road
Networks in the Eastern Seaboard
• Dave Nardone, Head of the Auto Council’s
Infrastructure Committee, provided update on
transport infrastructure and logistics system,
highlighting those that are of high priority and
critical to businesses of the Eastern Seaboard and
EEC.

AUTOMOTIVE COUNCIL
Council Leadership: Arnupab
Tadpitakkul, Ford Motor Company
Board Liaison: Vickie Wisadkosin, Ford
Motor Company
2019 Accomplishments:
I.

Sustaining advocacy on the priority issues of the
Council:

The Council, led by its Leaders and the three Working
Groups (Policy, Labor and Infrastructure), continued its

Automotive and Related Policies

II.

Creating Synergies with other AMCHAM Committees:
• Multi Chambers Panel Discussion: Perspectives
on SMART Innovations & People in eCommerce &
Supply Chain Logistics The AMCHAM Committees
on Trade & Investment, Human Resources and
Automotive Council co-organized the public
seminar featuring Mr. Mark Cleaver, CEO of True
e-Logistics who shared his experiences and
highlighted the current trends and challenges
across a variety of industries, including the Growth
The American Chamber Of Commerce In Thailand
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of the Food Market, Growth of eCommerce and
direct-to-customer manufacturing (M2C). The
event was held on May 10, 2019 at the Mövenpick
Hotel in Pattaya, followed by the May Eastern
Seaboard (ESB) Networking Cocktail Reception
in the evening, hosted by AMCHAM with support
from the major sponsor, the WHA Group.
III.

Creating Awareness on Automotive-related Issues
among the AMCHAM Membership:
• In helping to create awareness on automotiverelated issues among the broader AMCHAM
Membership, the Auto Council organized the
“2019 Auto Industry Briefing and 2020 Outlook”
on Monday December 16, 2019 at 2:00 PM –
3:30 PM, at the Conrad Bangkok, London Room,
focusing on the following selected topics:
- Overview of Thailand’s automotive industry
performance and outlook – production, export,
domestic sales
- Relevant policy developments of the Thai auto
industry in 2019, e.g. excise tax policy, biofuel policy, new technology vehicles (xEV),
future emission standards, on-going FTAs talks
and latest developments, data privacy act,
consumer protection law, etc.
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- Exchange of views on other issues of interest to
AMCHAM members

CUSTOMS & EXCISE COUNCIL
Council Leadership: Paul Sumner,
PricewaterhouseCoopers ABAS;
Malika Bhumivarn, Bolliger & Company
Consulting; Florina Vistal, Ford Motor
Company
Board Liaison: Jennifer Peng, Colgate
Palmolive Thailand
2019 Accomplishments:
The Committee leadership launched in 2019 a Work
Plan and meeting format that centered around Advocacy,
Information Sharing and Learnings. This approach has
resulted in improvements in the conduct of regular
Committee meetings, organization of seminars / briefings
and a meeting with Customs DG that all covered topics of
priority interest to the business community.
The Committee is very appreciative of the greater
involvement of its members in the meeting discussions

including in organization of activities and in the drafting of
position papers. On behalf of its members, the Committee
is pleased to report its 2019 Accomplishments.
I.

Advocacy

•

Focus on Customs reforms that covered topics
related to Appeals and Free Zone.
Courtesy call meeting with new Customs DG led
by AMCHAM Executive Director and the Committee
leadership. The DG was joined by his team, facilitating
a plenary session to discuss Committee queries on
assessment period, suspension to pay duty, period
limit to issue assessment and local originated goods
consideration.
Issuance of an Excise Tax Policy position that
highlighted the importance of a predictable policy
environment, fair level of excise tax collection and the
need for early notification of any tax plans on new
products.

•

•

•

Suthiworayanon and the U.S. Commercial Office, Mr.
John Harberstock.
There will be follow up seminar on the Export Control
Law in 2020.

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS COUNCIL
Council Leadership: Daniel Henderson,
Vriens & Partners; Kannaphong
Duangurai, Dow Chemical Thailand; Nirut
Kunnawat, 3M Thailand
Board Liaison: Mook Pibuldham, Bank
of America; Viboon Kromadit, AMATA
Corporation
2019 Accomplishments:
In 2019, the Government Affairs Council (GAC) held
monthly meetings throughout the year. With Executive
Director of AMCHAM Heidi Gallant and Director of
Government Affairs Tomwit Jarnson, the GAC enjoyed
regular attendance and active participation from leading
government affairs managers of member companies.
With the March 2019 general election in mind,
the GAC’s focus for much of the year was on how
AMCHAM could continue to support and contribute
to the Thailand 4.0 agenda and any subsequent
initiatives from the new government. With input from
other committees, the GAC prepared a White Paper to
present to the new ministers and their teams. The paper
included recommendations on:

Seminar on Introduction to new law ‘Export Control Law on Dual Use Product and
Weapon of Mass Destruction on October 8, 2019 at the Citibank Boardroom.

Ii.

Information Sharing

The monthly Committee meetings facilitated a vibrant
exchange of information and views amongst members
on several policies including emerging issues. It is also
encouraging to observe that Customs expert members
were helpful in providing advice to new Committee
members.
Iii.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Economy;
SMEs;
Healthcare;
Eastern Economic Corridor (EEC);
Human Resource Development;
Tourism and Environmental Sustainability.

In response to members’ immediate needs, the GAC also
contributed to advocacy points relating to visas and work
permits, most notably the controversial TM30.

Learnings

The Committee organized two well attended seminars:
•

•

Seminar on ASEAN – China FTA and Upgrading
Protocol: Guest speaker from Thai Customs, Miss.
Suchaya Chinwongse , Expert on Rules of Origin ,
Customs Tariff Division and Miss. Sasikanya Ponien ,
Customs Technical Officer, Professional Level, Rules of
Origin Section briefed the members on July 18, 2019.
Seminar on Introduction to Laws on “Export Control
Law on Dual Use Product” and “Weapon of Mass
Destruction”: Speakers featured were from the
Thailand Ministry of Commerce, Mrs. Patcharakarn

H.E. Buddhipongse Punnakanta, Minister of Digital Economy and Society, meets
with AMCHAM in August 2019.
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Engagement highlights include:
January: Dr. Narong Sirilertworakul, President of the
National Science and Technology Development Agency
(NSTDA), to discuss Thailand 4.0 and the Thai Innovation
List.
January: Dr. Luxmon Attapich, Deputy Secretary-General
of the Eastern Economic Corridor (EEC) Office, to discuss
EEC incentives, the application process, Thailand 4.0,
and the aerospace sector.
March: Vuttikrai Leewiraphan, Director-General of the
Department of Business Development, to discuss
boosting Thailand’s ease of doing business rankings and
attracting more U.S. investment through improvements to
the commercial registration process and work permit and
visa procedures.
March: Ajarin Pattanapanchai, Permanent Secretary of the
Ministry of Digital Economy and Society, to discuss policy
priorities and developments relating to the Personal Data
Protection Act (PDPA) and the Cybersecurity Act.
April: H.E. Arkhom Termpittayapaisith, former Minister of
Transport, with representatives from 3M, Diageo, Exterran,
Dow, and Ford, to discuss how AMCHAM can collaborate
with the ministry on road safety and learn more about
other relevant policies for members.

November meeting with Duangjai Asawachintachit, Secretary-General of the
Board of Investment, with representatives from Citibank, Agoda, and Seagate.

August: H.E. Buddhipongse Punnakanta, Minister of
Digital Economy and Society, to discuss his priorities
relating to tackling fake news, e-commerce taxation,
e-payments, PDPA, and the Cybersecurity Act. The
discussion also touched upon improving the ease of
doing business, attracting digital talent to Thailand,
addressing issues surrounding TM30, and preparing
Thailand for 5G roll-out.
August: Thosapone Dansuputra, Director-General of
the Department of Intellectual Property, for a followup discussion, accompanied by AMCHAM’s Legal
Committee.
September: H.E. Dr. Kobsak Pootrakool, Deputy
Secretary-General to the Prime Minister for Political Affairs,
to learn about the priorities of the Economic Cabinet
and address challenges to the business community,
of which TM30 was among the most poignant. The
discussion expanded into the Regulatory Guillotine to
remove unnecessary obstructions to business and how
the American business community can contribute to
Thailand’s workforce development.

November meeting with H.E. Dr. Suvit Maesincee, Minister of Higher Education,
Science, Research, and Innovation (MHESI).

April: Thosapone Dansuputra, Director-General of the
Department of Intellectual Property, to learn more about
the 20-Year Intellectual Property (IP) Roadmap, Patent
Act, Copyright Act, and Trademark Act. The meeting
also provide an excellent opportunity to congratulate the
department on the progress it has made in enforcing IP
protection in Thailand.
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October: H.E. Saksayam Chidchob, new Minister of
Transport, along with representatives from Citibank,
3M, DOW, Diageo, and AIG, to discuss the joint road
safety campaign and infrastructure investment in the
EEC.
November: H.E. Dr. Suvit Maesincee, Minister of Higher
Education, Science, Research, and Innovation (MHESI),
with representatives from Chevron, Minor, and Seagate,
to discuss how the American business community can
contribute to the mission of the new ministry.

May: Krisada Chinavicharana, Director-General, and
Chaiyut Kumkun, Deputy Director-General of the Customs
Department, to seek clarifications on issues relating to
customs law and trade.

November: Duangjai Asawachintachit, Secretary-General
of the Board of Investment, with representatives from
Citibank, Agoda, and Seagate, to discuss the Thailand
Plus incentive program, smart visa scheme, and how
AMCHAM members can contribute to workforce
development and training in Thailand.

May: Pinsai Suraswadi, Principal Advisor at the Revenue
Department, to seek changes and clarifications relating to
the ROH/IHQ regime and the issuance of the IBC regime.

November: H.E. M.R. Chatumongol Sonakul, Minister of
Labor, to discuss upgrading the Thai workforce for the
4.0 economy, the status of the government’s proposed
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minimum wage, work permit requirements, and how the
1:4 employment requirement impacts SMEs in Thailand.
For more details of the above high-level meetings,
please login to AMCHAM website: MIC – Resources –
Government Affairs.

HEALTHCARE COUNCIL
Council Leadership: Amara Chunplang,
Pfizer; David Boucher, Bumrungrad
Int’l Hospital; Wanalee Kunthon, Bayer;
Sittipong Liamsuwan, MSD
Board Liaison: Jennifer Peng, Colgate
Palmolive
2019 Accomplishments:
The Council shared industry input through the
Government Affairs Council and addressed in AMCHAM’s
position paper 2019 key policy elements toward achieving
Medical Hub and Thailand 4.0. It included easing the
licensing process of foreign nationals to increase FDI,
staying competitive with regional medical tourism players
and eliminating the shortage of doctors both in major
and rural areas of Thailand to incentivize innovation
development through public utility. The Innovation List
should also enable the enlisting for the multinational
companies in order to encourage international
collaborative investment toward innovation in Thailand.
The Intellectual Property Ecosystem should also align with
the Patent Act for international standards to improve the
registration and protection of patents.
In addition, to underline the importance of Thailand 4.0
and Health Innovation, almost 30 AMCHAM members
led by healthcare committee co-chairs visited Thailand
Science Park (TSP) and Medical Device and Testing
Laboratory at National Science and Technology
Development (NSTDA) at Pathumthani province where
they gained an understanding on government focused
infrastructure and innovation plan toward Thailand 4.0.
NSTDA is a government agency under the Ministry of

Healthcare Council meets for planning in 2019.

Higher Education, Science, Research and Innovation
that plays a crucial role on advanced researches in the
Medical Hub area. TSP is a part of Thailand’s efforts to
strengthen its capabilities in research and innovation. It
is the country’s largest science and technology research
park.
The Council focuses on raising awareness and actively
advocating all related healthcare policies/laws/regulations
aiming to improve Thailand’s healthcare environment
toward aspiration of Medical Hub under Thailand 4.0 and
be prepared for Aging Society. The Council provided
a forum for AMCHAM member companies to discuss
resolutions to current issues related to the Pharmaceutical
and Healthcare industry. In 2019, the Council opened
for partnered voices from interested members across
industries included Pharmaceutical Companies,
Healthcare Product Suppliers, Private Hospitals, Medical
Device, Insurance Companies, Travel & Wellness, etc.

BUSINESS ECONOMICS
COMMITTEE
Committee Leadership: Luca
Bernardinetti, Mahanakorn Partners
Group; Kaveepan Eiamsakulrat, K.E. Land
Board Liaison: Tibor Pandi, Citibank
2019 Accomplishments:
The committee featured a number of engaging speakers
in its 2019 meetings. Attendance varied according
to membership interest in the specific subject matter.
However, with continual assistance from our Board Liaison
as well as other AMCHAM leaders, the committee was
able to mount a number of topical presentations which
included the discussion of politics as well as economic
trends and sectoral developments.
It has become a tradition for the AMCHAM Business
Economics Committee to begin the year with an annual
Thailand Property Overview, presented by CBRE Thailand
Executive Director, James Pitchon. Mr. Pitchon gave latest
insights into the economic and social developments that
are affecting current commercial and residential property
trends in Bangkok and its vicinities.
Some of the year’s highlights included an examination the
impact of the U.S. – China trade tensions on both the
Thai and global economic outlook by Nalin Chutchotitham,
Chief Economist for Thailand and Philippines at Citibank.
Nalin began her briefing with key changes happening
with the economic growth of Thailand. Compared to
previous projections from 2018, before the U.S. – China
trade Tension began, the current outlook for growth looks
slower than before. Economists are expecting to further
adjust their forecasts as more tariffs are anticipated for
Chinese exports. She went on to say that Thailand can
expect a flattish export performance going forward with
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economic and investment policies, analysis of macroeconomic trends, and review of developments in key
industrial and service sectors.

COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING
COMMITTEE
Committee Leadership: David
Norcross, Lexicon; Gerald Margolis,
Philip Morris Trading; Luisito Morante,
Proctor & Gamble
Annual Thailand Property Overview, presented by CBRE Thailand Executive
Director James Pitchon on March 26, 2019.

Board Liaison: George Hartel, Supara
Group
2019 Accomplishments:

an expectation that the Baht will remain strong until early
2020. Nalin cited previous data regarding ASEAN exports,
updated in June, with an expectation that countries would
be slower to adjust to the tariffs but have been surprisingly
agile. In her research, it was recognized that the MNCs
with available capacity are relocating their efforts within
ASEAN in order to further deal with the trade tension.
On Thailand’s Monetary Policy and Macroeconomic
Objectives, the AMCHAM Business Economics
Committee was honored to welcome Dr. Don
Nakornthab, Senior Director of Economic and Policy
Departments at the Bank of Thailand, who was our
Committee’s July meeting’s distinguished guest speaker.
Dr. Don, who holds a PH. D and M.A. in Economics
from Harvard, elaborated on Thailand’s Monetary Policy
and Macroeconomic Objectives and discussed the
strength of the Baht. He also provided an analysis of
Thailand’s macroeconomic conditions and expounded
the decision-making process to support the Bank’s
monetary policy.
The AMCHAM Business Economics Committee was
also involved in the preparatory works of the 2019 edition
of the ASEAN PPP Summit, co-organized together with
Mahanakorn Partners Group (MPG), TICC, JFCCT,
GTCC, FTCC, EABC, on April 4, 2019. The exclusive
one-day event was a regional forum on infrastructure
investment in Southeast Asia, with the aim of attracting
foreign direct investment and fostering business
opportunities in ASEAN. H.E. Arkhom Termpittayapaisith,
Minister of Transport, gave an opening address on behalf
of the Prime Minister of Thailand. After giving a keynote
address, he touched upon the importance of the PPP
process, the new PPP Act, a growing ASEAN transport
partnership, and the need to design an appropriate PPP
platform. H.E. Arkhom Termapittayapaisith also mentioned
the harmonization of plans in ASEAN. The Summit
discussed a wide range of topics including: PPP project
finance in ASEAN, credit enhancement and financial
structuring, infrastructure, energy, transportation, and
communication.
Monthly speakers focus on issues relating to government
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The Communications and Marketing Committee was
formed in 2019. The committee worked internally with
the AMCHAM communications team providing advice
and consulting on internal campaigns, infrastructure and
tools to insure that members and the organization are as
connected and engaged as possible. One example of
this work is the incorporation of LINE, which is the most
heavily used social media communication tool in the
Kingdom for both personal and business use.
The committee also helped organize and host an
incredibly popular monthly luncheon event in September.
The event began with Committee Chair & Board
Governor, George Hartel, Chief Commercial Officer
at Supara Group, discussing the rapid changes in
omnichannel marketing. George was then joined on
stage for a lively panel discussion with Committee
Leads Louie Morante from Procter & Gamble and
David Norcross from Lexicon on the subject of Social
Influencers and how businesses today can consider
their use in sales and marketing programs. Feedback
from the event was extremely positive, meeting the goal
of the committee and the event to provide real-world
information and tools that can improve the members’
communication programs.

Monthly Luncheon on Influencer Marketing with the Communications &
Marketing Committee on September 26, 2019.

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY (CSR)
COMMITTEE
Committee Leadership: John DaSilva,
Kenan Foundation Asia; Scott Chang,
Ford Foundation
Board Liaison: Yukontorn Wisadkosin,
Ford ASEAN Ford Motor Company
2019 Accomplishments:
The Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Committee
held eight events in 2019, including the AMCHAM CSR
Excellence Awards (ACE Awards).

In addition to recognizing member companies for their
CSR efforts, the chamber also awarded MQDC with
the Excellence in CSR Projects, presented by current
and former AMCHAM Presidents Gregory Bastien
of American Axle and Jeffrey Nygaard of Seagate
Technolog; Procter & Gamble with the Ambassador’s
Award for Excellence in Thai-US Partnerships presented
by the Chargé d’ Affaires, Michael Heath, of the U.S.
Embassy to Thailand; and, Bank of Ayudhya with the
Excellence in Projects Supporting Thai Development,
presented by H.E. Dr Kobsak Pootrakool, Deputy
Secretary General to the Prime Minister on Political
Affairs.
For the first time, AMCHAM also conducted a “People’s
Choice Award,” allowing the membership to vote directly
on their favorite CSR project. Awards were given in two
categories: “Over 3 Million Baht,” on by WHA Group won
for their project “Clean Water for the Planet;” and “Under 3
Million Baht,” Grand Hyatt Erawan Bangkok won for their
project “Youth Career Initiative.”
Throughout the year, the CSR committee shared the best
practices of member companies, including Pfizer, Cargill,
and Cisco, and held joint events with the AMCHAM SME
Committee and the AMCHAM HR Committee. Finally,
the committee held two sessions on the requirements
for member companies to apply for ACE recognition
to interested members, and joined several AMCHAM
committee meetings to promote the ACE awards.

DIGITAL ECONOMY COMMITTEE
Committee Leadership: Peter
Fischbach, ISM Technology Recruitment;
David Aldridge, Amazon Web Services;
Waleeporn Sayasit, TCC Technology;
Jonathan Nix, Citibank
Board Liaison: Parnsiree Amatayakul,
IBM; Jeff Nygaard, Seagate
2019 Accomplishments:
Cargill gives their best practices on CSR for the CSR Committee on
August 29, 2019.

The annual ACE Awards identifies AMCHAM members’
best practices and demonstrates the linkages between
business operations and society, and recognizes
companies that conduct business in a way that creates
both long-term economic and social value. The awards
were presented at a dinner during which 68 AMCHAM
members received ACE recognition, with 11 companies
receiving our first ever Platinum recognition (for 10
continuous years), 33 receiving Gold (for five continuous
years of recognition), and 6 receiving silver (for three
continuous years of recognition). Over 600 guests
attended the celebration, an AMCHAM attendance
record for this event.

In 2019, the committee continued its focus on advocacy
and on tracking the progress of legal and regulatory
matters affecting the digital economy. In addition
to AMCHAM events and activities, the committee,
together with K. Tomwit, continued its ongoing, albeit
informal, collaboration with the Joint Foreign Chambers
of Commerce (JFCCT) Digital Economy committee,
especially in relation to our own advocacy and
government relations efforts.
June: With excellent support from AMCHAM member
TCC Technology, the committee organized a half-day
event on “Digital Transformation” with 10 local and
international speakers discussing the fundamental
changes which digital technology is bringing to global
enterprise, and especially what that will mean for business
competitiveness (and opportunity) in Thailand.
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FOOD & AGRI-BUSINESS
COMMITTEE

July: Committee representatives participated in a
small briefing by Federation of Thai Industries (FTI) and
Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRI) on
the status of the “Guillotine Project” (Simple and Smart
Licensing).
August: Committee representatives met the newly
appointed Minister of Digital Economy and Society, H.E.
Buddhipongse Punnakanta and senior Ministry officials.
We discussed the DE-related points in AmCham’s latest
position paper, and agreed to continue a dialogue on
those and other topics.
Also in August, the DE committee helped draft
recommendations which AMCHAM submitted to the
BOI proposing changes to the “Smart Visa” program.
The hope is that with some tweaks to the program it
can become more widely utilized by companies seeking
to hire skills from outside Thailand, especially in the IT
field.

Committee Leadership: Alan Adcock,
Tilleke & Gibbins; Dee Richmond,
AgriSource; Benjamin Schulte, Webster
University
Board Liaison: Dale Lee, CoffeeWORKS
2019 accomplishments:
This year the Committee conducted the following activities
to accomplish its mission:

September – October: Members of the committee
participated in both formal and informal meetings
to research and remain current on the status of
government committees and working groups drafting
the ministerial regulations and enabling legislation
which will define detailed compliance requirements
under the PDPA (Personal Data Protection Act) and the
Cybersecurity Act.
November: In collaboration with the AMCHAM Trade
and Investment committee, we participated in a
briefing by the U.S. Trade and Development Agency
(USTDA) on the agency’s activities in Thailand, now
that USTDA is once again legally able to support the
involvement by U.S. companies in major infrastructure
projects here.
Also in November, a committee representative joined K.
Tomwit to represent AMCHAM at a meeting of the JFCCT
with Minister Kobsak Pootrakool and the Immigration
Bureau, to give feedback on the government’s proposed,
new 90-day reporting app.

‘Is Plant Based Protein for Real?’ event on May 27, 2019.

•

•
•
•
•

•

“Planning Meeting” briefing by Board Liaison Dale Lee
(CoffeeWORKS); Co-Chairs Alan Adcock (Tilleke &
Gibbins), Dee Richmond (AgriSource), and Benjamin
Schulte (Webster University)
“Sustainability of Thai Rubber” briefing by CEO of MTI
Solution and government advisor Maiprae Loven
“Is Plant-Based Protein for Real” briefing by Dr. Janice
Rueda from Archer Daniels Midland Company
“International Trends in Food Marketing: How are
Food Laws Keeping Up Around the World” briefing by
leading Australian food lawyer Joe Lederman
“Business & Bio-diversity: Strengthening the Private
Sector’s Role in Nature Conservation” briefing by Ann
Moey from Thailand Biodiversity Diversity Network
Alliance (Thailand B-DNA)
“Feeding Asia in the Age of Skepticism Over Science”
briefing by the Executive Director of CropLife Asia, Dr.
Siang Hee Tan

HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE
Committee Leadership: Richard
Jackson, RLC Recruitment; Shaun
Wong, Baker Tilly Thailand; Christopher
Shultz, DKSH; Sukkamon Sopachote,
Ford Motor Company
Half of the speaking panel for the Digital Transformation event held by the Digital
Economy Committee held in June 2019.
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Board Liaison: Jeff Nygaard, Seagate

including examples from projects in Thailand an abroad.
Daren Goh, marketing director for WeWork Southeast
Asia, spoke about trends in workplace culture, especially
how workplaces – formal and otherwise – are trying
to create a space in which employees find a sense of
community and belonging.

Compensation and Benefits Workshop held on November 22, 2019.

2019 Accomplishments:
In February, Agoda’s Chief People Officer, Jeffrey Lee,
shared the story of Agoda’s HR transformation. With his IT
background, Jeffrey shifted the way HR works at Agoda,
making it squarely focused on internal customer service
and fully data-driven. The large turnout showed that many
member companies are interested in how to increase
HR’s responsiveness and agility.
In March, the HR and Legal Committees held their annual
joint event, focused on “what to do when they won’t leave
easily” – in other words, terminations and other tricky
aspects of Thai labor law. Our presenters included Komson
Suntheeraporn from DLA Piper, Ratthai Kamolwarin from
Chandler HMM, and Duangporn Boosarawongse from
DKSH. They provided a mix of views, representing both the
legal and HR practitioner perspectives.
In April, Dr. Gerrit Pelzer delivered a provocative session
titled, “If coaching is so great, why doesn’t it work?” In
this interactive session, participants learned the common
pitfalls when organizations try to implement coaching, and
how to overcome them.
In early May, the HR Committee partnered with the Auto
and Trade & Investment Committees for an Eastern
Seaboard meeting. Mark Cleaver, Managing Director
of True eLogistics, shared his perspectives on smart
innovations and people in e-commerce and supply chain
logistics. This seemingly academic topic unraveled a
complex future that has already started to arrive, and what
it means for companies in Thailand and beyond.

In August, HR Committee co-chair Chris Schultz, also
the Head of Learning & Organization Development
at DKSH, shared practice experiences of managing
change across Asia, in a presentation called “Tales of
Transformation”. As participants learned through a handson activity, transformation has many steps and successful
transformation is more than just project management, it’s
people management, too.
In September, the HR and CSR Committees jointly
presented a session on managing diversity and inclusion
in times of disruption. Dr. Malinvisa Sakdiyakorn, a
lecturer and researcher at Mahidol University, and Arni
Riffareal, HR Director, Philippines and Director for Diversity
& Inclusion – Asia Pacific, at Ford Motor Company,
discussed how to build a business environment where
diversity and inclusion transcends traditional categories
like gender, ability and ethnicity.
In October, the HR and SME Committees ran a practical
HR and Legal clinic for small and medium enterprises.
This was an opportunity for our SME members to gain
practical advice from real-world practitioners.
In November we offered our annual Compensation and
Benefits workshop with Juckchai Boonyawat, CEO of
Mercer Thailand, and Sudip Indani, Head of Health &
Benefits at Willis Towers Watson, sharing their perspectives.
This workshop is always popular and provided an insight
into the trends, especially as more companies are moving
from traditional benefits to new, more flexible approaches to
attracting and retaining employees.
The HR Committee concluded a busy year – 11 events!
– with a final workshop in December. Neil Russell, Group
HR Manager at RMA Group, facilitated a learning around
HR Business Partnering. Specifically, how to stop HR
from being seen as the “Mai Dai” department. Participants
discussed challenges to building an HR organization that
is truly seen as business partners with a seat at the table
and a trusted role advising the business.

Just one week later, Tidarat Kanchanawat of
Adecco Group (in conjunction with INSEAD and Tata
Communications) shared the 2019 Global Talent
Competitiveness Index results, in which Thailand took
a big step moving up in the global rankings especially
among AEC countries. The implications on talent
flows and talent competitiveness are significant, as the
participants learned.
In June, we talked foosball, bean bags, and office design
for the new world of work. Sombat Ngamchalermsak,
co-founder and director of architectural design firm
Paperspace Asia, shared trends in workplace design

‘The Story of Agoda’s HR Transformation’ event held on Feburary 7, 2019.
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LEGAL COMMITTEE
Committee Leadership: Douglas
Mancill, DLA Piper; Christopher Knight,
Everett Knight; Eric Meyer, Tilleke &
Gibbins
Board Liaison: David Lyman, Tilleke &
Gibbins
2019 Accomplishments:
The Legal Committee organized a number of events
throughout the year around topics and advocacy, all
of which were attended by a wide spectrum of the
AMCHAM membership.
In January, we invited forensic accountants to present
on “The Role of Forensic Accounting in Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act Investigations.” In April, the Legal Committee
provided another update on the law with a presentation on
“New Developments Relating to the Thai Anti-Corruption
Law.”
Our annual HR-Legal Committee presentation / panel
discussion on Thai labor law was well-attended and
provided attendees with updates on several important
aspects of Thai labor law and included an informative Q&A
session with the panel members.
In June, the Legal Committee also organized a
presentation covering the Foreign Business Act and other
legal restrictions on foreign ownership and participation
in business in Thailand. The event focused on counterintuitive aspects of the FBA and other Thai laws that
some may not immediately recognize as restricting foreign
involvement in the Thai economy, e.g., the Tour Guide
Act.

Joint Committees SME and Legal TM30 event held on September 4, 2019.

For other advocacy, the Legal Committee and the
SME Committee collaborated on work permit and visa
requirements, specifically on TM30, which has been
a frequent topic of discussion in 2019. This event
generated a large number of attendees at the event,
as well as by the lively Q&A session following the
presentations. The Legal Committee was also honored
to welcome the General Counsel of the U.S. Trade and
Development Agency for an update on their Southeast
Asia priorities and programs and will continue the dialogue
with them for 2020.
Legal Committee planning meetings took place twice: in
July, the Legal Committee held its planning meeting for
the second half of 2019, and in December we planned
or 2020. Picking up from our July planning meeting, that
meeting generated a full schedule of planned events for
the first half of 2020, and the Legal Committee welcomes
further suggestions.

SECURITY COMMITTEE
Committee Leadership: Henny Beeber,
AES Group; Jeremy Khong, Chevron;
Kie Fallis, American College Consultants
Board Liaison: Jeff Lehrmann, Chevron
2019 Accomplishments:
The committee continued our close cooperation with both
OSAC and ASIS.
Update on the Foreign Business Act held on June 10, 2019.

For Intellectual Property, which falls under the Legal
Committee, members were able to participate in two
consultation meetings with the Royal Thai Government
lead by the Department of Intellectual Property and
coordinated within AMCHAM by the Legal Committee.
The entire AMCHAM membership also welcomed the
Director General of the DIP as an honored speaker for a
monthly lunch.
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Highlights included:
ASIS International, Thailand Chapter, 3rd Annual Security
conference. Amcham members were invited to attend this
annual ASIS conference held at the Compass Skyview
Hotel on 17 October. There were more than 130 security
professional from the region that attended this conference
including a day of seminars and evening Cocktail
networking event at Mojjo Rooftop venue.

The theme of the conference was “Security and Crisis
Management within the Private Sector: the Difficulties
Facing the Modern Practitioner”. The keynote speakers
were security professionals based in the region and
concluded with a panel discussion.
The 2019 Pan-Asia Regional Council meeting in
Singapore from Oct 2-3 was attended by Jeremy
Khong. The meeting was well represented by security
professionals from both the private and government
sectors in the APAC region and beyond. Topics
presented/discussed included: Cyber assessment for
ASEAN region: fostering regional cooperation against
cybercrime in SE Asia, U.S. private-section detention in
China, best practices in traveler security, China’s growing
influence in Asia and its impact on business, etc.
There were also various networking opportunities and
excellent interactions amongst the participants during
the networking reception on the first day, as well as
during lunch and break times. Regional Security Officers
(RSO) from Tokyo, Bangkok, Beijing, Canberra, Manila
and Singapore represented their embassies as part of
the RSO roundtable on crime and safety in the region.
Members of the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of
Diplomatic Security also attended.

SMALL & MEDIUM ENTERPRISE
(SME) COMMITTEE
Committee Leadership: Greg Boudah,
Spokes Jewelry Services; David
Lawrence, Pisut and Partners

50 attendees and provided content relevant not only to
SMEs but also the broader membership.
The remaining events provided content relevant to helping
SME’s succeed, including events on digital marketing,
accounting, financial literacy, branding and storytelling,
and a round table to elicit ideas from the membership
as to programming and all other aspects of the SME
Committee’s performance. Although not a joint-event, the
“Shark Tank” Event did take place with early support from
SME, as per 2019’s goals.
Leadership resources continues to be a challenge for the
SME Committee, and the Committee is actively seeking
to expand and diversify its leadership with the goal of
recruiting new leaders to drive relevant programming for
the membership.

SPORTS COMMITTEE
Committee Leadership: Kevin
Noah Windfield, Manhattan Asset
Management; Pavin Rodloytuk, Citibank
Board Liaison: Jeremy Osterstock, Esso
Thailand
2019 Accomplishments:
The Sports Committee organized two charity golf
tournaments in 2019, planned around the American

Board Liaison: George Hartel, Supara
Group
2019 Accomplishments:
The SME Committee held eight events in 2019, including
three joint events with other committees (CSR, Legal
and HR). The highlights of this year’s events included the
TM.30 event held on September 4th and the Line event
held on November 5th. Both events attracted more than

ChariBOWL event held in March 2019 at the Blu-O Center in Siam Paragon.

holidays of Memorial Day in May and Thanksgiving in
November. The primary objective of these events is to
have fun and to raise funds for the AMCHAM Thailand
Foundation, but it’s also a great way for members and
their guest to network and socialize informally on the links.
Between the two golf tournaments, the Committee raised
over 680,000 Baht.

Joint Committes HR and SME hold a practical clinic for small businesses on
October 16, 2019.

The Committee also organized two charity bowling events,
held in September and March, with the aim of getting
more AMCHAM members involved, having a fun night,
and raising money for the ATF. Combined, the two charity
bowling tournaments raised over 296,000 Baht.
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The combined 2019 contribution from all Sports
Committee events totaled over 976,000 Baht a
50,000 Baht increase from 2018. Thanks to everyone
who attended these popular events and helped our
scholarship students meet their financial needs.

TAX COMMITTEE
Committee Leadership: John Andes,
KPMG; Jonathan Blaine, DFDL; Matthew
Stevens, Global U.S. Tax Plan
Board Liaison: Jeff Lehrman, Chevron
2019 Accomplishments:
During 2019 the Tax Committee held several meetings
which focused on the provisions of the U.S. Tax Code
from the passage of the Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2017
(the “TCJA”) that had the largest impact on the members
of AMCHAM Thailand. Almost all U.S. entities with a
Thai subsidiary or branch, and U.S. individual taxpayers
in Thailand - either as shareholders or employees- are
affected by these provisions.
In March of 2019, investors in Thai companies were
taken aback when the Thai Cabinet announced that the
Regional Operating Headquarters (ROH) and International
Headquarters (IHQ) regimes would be canceled, effective
June 1st, 2019. Entities operating under those regimes
had an opportunity to modify their structure to the new
International Business Centre (IBC) regime. This action
by the Thai government symbolizes their acceptance
of the being included in the Base Erosion and Profit
Shifting campaign by the OECD, which Thailand joined
in 2017, and not to be considered as a tax haven.
Leaders from the AMCHAM Tax Committee met with Thai
Revenue Department in May to discuss the inadvertent
consequences of this sudden policy change.
In October of 2019, the Tax Committee hosted a special
panel to provide information to AMCHAM members and
distinguished guests which focused on gift and estate
tax planning issues, particularly for families where a

U.S. Tax Filing: What Your Need to Know held in November 2019.

U.S. citizen is married to a spouse who isn’t. The Tax
Committee had the pleasure of collaborating with an
estate tax attorney from the US, Arthur Winter, who has
a specialized expertise and several years of practical
experience in this, complex field of the tax law. Jonathan
Blaine also provided a detailed, in-depth explanation
of the Thai Gift and Inheritance tax that was recently
implemented for Thai residents.
In November of 2019, the Tax Committee also hosted
an end of year panel discussing some important end
of year tax planning methods that AMCHAM members
can benefit from. This panel also provided an in-depth
explanation to some of the anti-deferral provisions in the
U.S. tax code, the expansion of Subpart F income, as
well as the introduction of the Global Intangible Low Tax
Income (GILTI).

TRADE & INVESTMENT
COMMITTEE
Committee Leadership: Anutra
Sinchaipanich, MSD; Kwanjit Sudsawad,
Seagate Technology; Tipwadee Thaisiri,
Chevron; Noah Shepherd, Stanley Black
& Decker
Board Liaison: David Nardone, WHA
Industrial Development Plc.
2019 Accomplishments:

Estate Tax Planning for Mixed Nationality Families held in October 2019.
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This year the AMCHAM Trade and Investment Committee
(TIC) welcomes two new co-chairs Tipwadee and Noah,
while sadly bidding farewell to Anutra who had served as
a long-time member and the Committee’s prominent cochair. The TIC continued working in partnership with other
AMCHAM committees, in particular the Auto Council,
Government Affairs Council, Business Economics
Committee and the Digital Economy Committee, to
discuss key regulatory issues of interest, contribute to
AMCHAM position papers and organize events to meet
key objectives. The Committee also facilitated multichamber networking events to build business contacts

and enhance AMCHAM’s membership base. This year
highlights include:
•

May: “Perspectives on SMART Innovations & People
in eCommerce & Supply Chain Logistics” event which
featured Mark Cleaver, Managing Director of True
Corporation’s logistics arm – True eLogistics. The
event was jointly organized jointly by the Auto, Human
Resources, and Trade & Investment Committees
on May 10 at the Mövenpick Hotel in Pattaya.
The event followed by the May Easter Seaboard
(ESB) networking cocktail reception which was well
attended by AMCHAM members and members of
other foreign chambers.

•

May: Informal meeting with Auramon Supthaweethum,
Director–General of the Department of Trade
Negotiations (DTN), Ministry of Commerce.The DTN
DG was the keynote speaker at AMCHAM Monthly
Luncheon on June 28 to share with members
the Ministry of Commerce’s trade policy priorities,
progress on RCEP negotiations and key priorities of
Thailand’s chairmanship of ASEAN in 2019.

Travel and Tourism Forum held in January 2019.

•

October: A panel discussion on “A Strong Baht
& Economic Uncertainty: Outlook and Impact for
Thailand and its Neighbors”. Speakers to share
and exchange perspectives included John Evans,
Co-founder and Managing Director of Tractus Asia;
Chris Bruton, Dataconsult; and David Nardone,
Group Executive Industrial and International, Executive
Director and CEO of WHA Industrial Development.
The event, held at Holiday Inn Pattaya, was well
attended by the AMCHAM members and members of
other foreign chambers.

•

November: The TIC and Digital Economy Committee
jointly hosted a planning meeting with Mr. Brandon
Megorden, Regional Manager for Asia of USTDA to
discuss new developments and trends in the industry
and to explore opportunities for collaboration as
USTDA helps companies create U.S. jobs through
the export of U.S. goods and services for priority
development projects in emerging economies.

– record 950 delegates. Co-organized with C9
Hotelworks, Horwath, QUO, JLL, STR and Delivering Asia
Communications.
April: Drafted and executed Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) on MICE Industry Development
in Thailand with the Thailand Convention and Exhibition
Bureau (TCEB), AMCHAM and the Foreign Chamber
Alliance, (hereinafter referred to as FCA). Goals
include (i) realizing the importance of developing closer
cooperation on the MICE industry between TCEB
and the FCA; (ii) seeking to lay the groundwork for
enhanced cooperation in the MICE industry between
the parties; and (iii) recognizing the importance of
advocating for ease of doing business in Thailand
in order to create long-term competitiveness and
sustainability for MICE industry and other related
business in general. TCEB and FCA internal and
meetings are quarterly.
June: Numerous workshops and supportive role to
Healthcare Committee for helping Thailand to be more
competitive for both Medical Hub (as per EEC initiatives
and priorities) and medical tourism.
Support of and attendance at “ASEAN Tourism 2019:
Advancing Partnership for Sustainability Conference
at invitation of the Thai Chamber of Commerce at
Renaissance Bangkok Ratchaprasong Hotel.

TRAVEL & TOURISM COMMITTEE
Committee Leadership: Charles
Blocker, InVision Hospitality; Gregory
Wong, Agoda Services; Priyanka David,
Siam Kempinski Hotel Bangkok; Sumitha
Soorian, Phuket Hotels Association
Board Liaison: Herman Ehrlich, Conrad
Hotel Bangkok
2019 Accomplishments:
January: Thailand Tourism Forum 2019 – ‘MANAGING
TOURISM– Ensuring Great Experiences and Sustainable
Outcomes’ at the InterContinental Hotel Bangkok

AMCHAM Partnered Event with STR Global Singapore held in September 2019.
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September: AMCHAM Partnered Event with STR
Global Singapore: “Hotel and Hotel Residences
Market Outlook for Greater Pattaya”. Topics for this
event included: Deep Dive into Pattaya’s Performance
in Comparison to Similar Coastline Destinations
in Southeast Asia - Fenady Uriarte, SEA Business
Development Manager, STR, EEC Opportunities
and Profitability update for Pattaya hotels and similar
markets in Southeast, Nikhom Jensiriratanakorn,
Director, Horwath Thailand, Thailand’s Hotel Residences
Panel Discussion, Bill Barnett, Managing Director, C9
Hotelworks, Serena Lim - Vice-President, Development,
South East Asia and Korea, InterContinental Hotels
Group (IHG), Papon Kanungvanichakul – Senior
Associate, Baker McKenzie Thailand and Brennan
Campbell - Chief Executive Officer, FazWaz Property
Group. Phuket Hotels for Islands Sustaining Tourism
2019 (PHIST 2019). Innovative event rallying the hotel
industry and its stakeholders to discuss environmental
sustainability and community benefits.

First ever Start-Up Pitch Night held in November 2019.

October: Discussions and meetings for framing up
job placement program with special needs workers
from ‘Steps with Theera’ to serve as consistent and
reliable source of service workers in F&B outlets and
businesses among AMCHAM members for 2020.
Others: Coordinating and supportive role with STR for
training in Thailand for Certification in Hotel Industry
Analytics (CHIA) workshops in Bangkok and Phuket.

YOUNG PROFESSIONALS (YPC)
COMMITTEE
Committee Leadership: Eliot Delunas,
Nitro Labs; Ashley Muller, Trends Digital;
Punyaphan Klykoom, Vriens & Partners;
Joshua Decker, Trigo Group
Board Liaison: George Hartel, Supara
Group
2019 Accomplishments:
YPC travelled to Surin province in May 2019 to visit
Baan Nong Bueng School. The school welcomed us
for the dedication of a new computer lab, viewing of

Young Professional Committee (YPC) Networking held in July 2019.

new library components and other items donated to
the school (including some private donations). This
year we raised in excess of 100,000 in support of
the AMCHAM Thailand Foundation’s Adopt-a-School
program.
YPC expanded on it’s normal networking activities in
2019 to include some new concepts aimed at targeting
younger members. Examples included a mentorship panel
talk, and Independence-Day themed food/game night,
and a Start-up Pitch Night. In total, the committee held six
events (seven counting the Surin trip), that hosted more
than 500 guests.

AMCHAM would like to express deep gratitude towards its Committee and Council Leaders as
well as the Board of Governors. Without your efforts, the Chamber would not have its quality
programming. If you’re interested in joining committee or council leadership please contact Heidi
(heidi@amchamthailand.com) or Sarawan (sarawan@amchamthailand.com) for further details on how
to make the most of your AMCHAM membership.
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AMCHAM Government Affairs

AMCHAM Meeting with Deputy
Secretary-General to the Prime
Minister for Political Affairs

O

n September 24,
AMCHAM Executive
Director, Heidi Gallant,
was joined by Platinum
AMCHAM members, Tibor Pandi,
Citibank; Alex Yelland, Chevron;
and John Brown, Agoda; to meet
with H.E. Dr. Kobsak Pootrakool,
Deputy Secretary-General to the
Prime Minister for Political Affairs. The
meeting was arranged to discuss the
new administration’s policy priorities
as well as ease of doing business
and possible AMCHAM involvement.
After introducing the delegation,
Heidi congratulated Dr. Kobsak on
his portfolio with the new government
and expressed AMCHAM’s desire
to continue working with him and his
team. The TM-30 and 90-day reporting
were discussed and Dr. Kobsak stated
that the mobile application will be more
convenient for all. This system has
already been utilized in other countries.
A onetime permanent QR code will be
designated and uploaded to the mobile
phone. Dr. Kobsak stated that most
people love to be in Thailand and he
wants them to feel welcome.
The delegation also discussed the
Regulatory Guillotine project. The
research work for the project has been
completed and the Thai government
is looking to remove or amend 5
procedures a month or 60 procedures
a year, in order to further the ease of
doing business in Thailand. Dr. Kobsak
welcomed AMCHAM to suggest issues
that should be made priority and stated
that his team will further consult with
AMCHAM to move this project forward.
Focus was then shifted to the SMART
Visa program. AMCHAM expressed
appreciation for the visa but said that
it can be difficult to obtain, especially
for those already in country. The
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AMCHAM staff and Platinum members meet with H.E. Dr. Kobsak Pootrakool, center, Deputy Secretary-General
to the Prime Minister for Political Affairs.

requirement for assessment normally
takes a long time. Dr Kobsak agreed
that his team will further discuss with
AMCHAM on this matter. This brought
the discussion to the digitalization of
agencies like DEPA. Many AMCHAM
member companies are excellent role
models for this and John Brown, CEO
of Agoda, said that Agoda stands ready
to cooperate with the Thai government
in this process. Tibor Pandi, Country
Head and Citi Country Officer, added
that banks are leaders in digitalization
and also offered Citi’s services for digital
transition.
Dr. Kobsak discussed the Thailand
Plus initiative, a new foreign investment
package that was recently approved
by the Economic Cabinet. Thailand
Plus, in addition to the SMART visa
and the reporting app, is another way
to incentivize businesses to further
invest in the Kingdom. A special
6-month visa and work permit are
also being designed for Startups
and Digital Nomads to offer a legal
pathway for employment. Heidi stated

that AMCHAM is prepared to provide
consultation and necessary input in this
area.
The delegation spoke on upcoming
collaborative efforts and presented the
AMCHAM White Paper to Dr. Kobsak.
Heidi spoke on the Indo-Pacific
Business forum as an excellent time
to showcase Thailand’s investment
opportunities. Dr. Kobsak expressed
interest in bringing new investment
to Thailand while also keeping long
term investors, like Chevron, satisfied.
Alex Yelland, Corporate Affairs Leader
for Chevron, said that Chevron will
continue to operate in Thailand, and
they are committed to encouraging
STEM training with their employees,
enhancing skills and therefore making
a strong impact on further economic
development.
AMCHAM expressed its gratitude in
continuing the cooperative partnership
with the Thai government and the
private sector.

Plastic Waste Management Task
Force Meeting

O

n November 26 at the
Citibank Boardroom, over
30 members gathered
to discuss AMCHAM’s
involvement in keeping with the Plastics
Waste Management Task Force
initiative.

Experts in plastic waste management
shared their insights on ways to tackle
the pollution issue that currently faces
the nation. Attendees brainstormed
best practices and communication
methods to assist with battling climate
change and reducing single use plastic.
In 2020, the Thai Government enacted
a law prohibiting stores from freely
providing plastic bags. While this will
certainly help with some of Thailand’s
usage, it doesn’t address other single
use plastic items that people use
every day; like cutlery and containers
distributed from canteens. To raise
awareness regarding these other items,

Members meet in the Citibank Boardroom to discuss plastic waste collection and disposal.

AMCHAM is initiating a No Plastic
Challenge in February. To participate,
commit to not using single use plastic
for the week but if some is used, simply
pay 5 baht per item to a jar. At the end
of the week, ask your team to reflect on
their personal usage and discuss what
habits can help with combatting the

plastics issue. And if your accident jar
is pretty full, perhaps donate the money
to recycling organization or purchase
the team some reusable items. To join
AMCHAM, use the #amchamnoplastic
to spread the word and see how
other companies are engaging in the
practice.

AMCHAM Luncheon with U.S. Embassy
Chargé d’Affaires

O

n September 16 at the Anantara
Siam, AMCHAM’s Board of
Governors and Platinum Members
hosted a luncheon with the new U.S.
Embassy Chargé d’Affaires, Michael
Heath, along with a visiting delegation
from the United States, led by Ian
Steff, Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Manufacturing, performing the
non-exclusive functions and duties
of the Assistant Secretary for Global
Markets and Director General of
the United States and Foreign
Commercial Service U.S. Department
of Commerce International Trade
Administration.
The discussion was focused on doing
business in the Kingdom, where the
U.S. government guests were briefed
by AMCHAM members on the current
challenges and opportunities facing
U.S. investors in Thailand.

Board members meet with Michael Heath, Chargé d’ Affaires, U.S. Embassy in Thailand.
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AMCHAM Webster Charibowl
September Tournament
Strikes! Turkeys! Gutter Balls!
On September 12, AMCHAM’s Sports Committee hosted
the second AMCHAM Webster University ChariBOWL
tournament. Always an exciting time, the tournament
is a fun and friendly competition to raise money for the
AMCHAM Thailand Foundation’s education programs
and an excellent team building opportunity. AMCHAM’s
member companies form teams or are paired with other
hopeful bowlers to play for a chance at bragging rights
with some spectacular trophies. The event had a turnout
of 130 people and was full of great energy.
There was popcorn, free flowing beverages, dancing,
and networking as AMCHAM member companies took
the evening to relax and connect with their co-workers.
Special thanks to our Sports Committee Coordinator,
Kevin Windfield and Webster University for creating such
a memorable event.
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The evening’s winners were:
-

First Place: Chevron
Second Place: Rembrandt Hotel
Third Place: American School Bangkok
Highest Score - Men: Sanya
Amnuayraskij from Philip-Morris
- Highest Score - Women: Jaime Lamers
from American School Bangkok
- And the special Gutter Ball award for
the team with the lowest score:
Bank of Ayudhya
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Social Networking at The Landmark Hotel
On September 11, AMCHAM welcomed over 120 members and guests back from
the summer holidays with its September networking event at The Landmark Bangkok.
AMCHAM members had an opportunity to expand their network by meeting with Ebony
Expats, a social group for people of color traveling abroad.
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Influencer Marketing: What are the
Experts Saying?
A Luncheon with Marketing Experts

O

n September 26 at the
St. Regis Bangkok Hotel,
AMCHAM’s September Monthly Luncheon
featured a lively panel discussion
between experts from major multinationals, home-grown Thai brands,
and independent media companies
on latest digital marketing trends in influencer and omni-channel marketing.
The luncheon was attended by
over 130 guests and began with
AMCHAM President Gregory Bastien
presenting the membership with
details of the Chamber’s activities and
future endeavors. This luncheon was
particularly important for AMCHAM
members as candidates running for
the Board of Governors 2020-2021
cycle were announced by Nominations
Committee Representative Tom
Sorensen.
Once AMCHAM business concluded,
Committee Chair & Board Governor
George Hartel, Chief Commercial Officer
at Supara Group, discussed the rapid
changes in Omnichannel marketing.
He highlighted the constant need for
brands to adapt and learn on the job in
order to stay relevant. With the explosion
of e-commerce and e-retail, George
emphasized on delivering a seamless
and connected offline and online
consumer experience and uniqueness
for brands to be successful. Using
examples of online platforms such as
Lazada and Shoppe, that are focusing
on gamifying the shopping experience
through nano and micro influencers, he
highlighted how these consumer brands
are managing to retain customers for
longer in their digital platforms.
The staggering statistics on the
numbers of mobile users in the
Kingdom as well as the growth of
influencer marketing in the region
is re-defining the way businesses

George Hartel, center, discusses Influncer Marketing with David Norcoss, left and Louie Morante, right.

market today. Consumers today have
moved from traditional media and
are increasingly spending time on
watching and engaging with authentic
storytelling from smaller influencers
instead of utilizing well-known actors,
as was once the traditional norm. Data
reveals that influencer marketing is
more cost effective, has a greater ROI,
is extremely customizable and allows
constant engagement.
Following his speech, George joined a
panel with two other Communications
and Marketing Committee co-chairs:
David Norcross, Managing Director of
Lexicon, and Louie Morante, who leads
Proctor & Gamble Fabric & Home Care
reginal brand for Southeast Asia. David
moderated the discussion and added
examples of his personal experience of
using influencers to tell different stories.
In the panel discussion, the
marketing experts addressed some
key questions from attendees. One
participant asked: How does one
decide on the right influencer for

their product or services? Louie
Morante spoke from his experience in
marketing for Procter & Gamble, that
when choosing the right influencer,
it is important to know the objective
of that business: Is it to drive sales?
Penetrate a new market? Or create
awareness? Louie stated that thinking
through these questions and through
market testing data analysis, one can
reach the right audience and realize
their brand objective.
On questions on big budgets for
advertising and how difficult it is for
an SME to invest in marketing, both
panelists emphasized that one doesn’t
always need to invest huge amount of
money or hire an agency for marketing.
Nano and micro influencer marketing is
a growing trend and coming to light in a
different way with low investments and
greater ROI. If there is strong storytelling
in the content created and you are able
to pay attention to identifying friction
points in your 020-marketing cycle,
even small brands and SMEs can see
successful marketing results.
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TM30 and Other Visa Updates
community, the T.M. 30. She spoke
about the requirements for the form,
and how to remain compliant while
highlighting many issues that people
have been facing, such as unhelpful
landlords and requirements for certain
visa holders.

Over 150 attendees gather for the TM30 event put on by the Legal and SME Committees.

O

n September 4, at the
Rembrandt Hotel, AMCHAM’s
SME and Legal Committees held
a joint event regarding the TM30,
visa, and work permit updates. The
speakers included Penrurk Phetmani,
Attorney-at-Law at Tilleke & Gibbins,
and Kowit Somwaiya, Founder
and Managing Partner of LawPlus
and LawPlus Myanmar. The event
was moderated by Benjamin Hart,

Managing Director at Integrity Legal.
Penrurk Phetmani, who specializes in
corporate services and immigration
issues, began the event with an
overview of existing reporting
documents for foreigners residing in
Bangkok, including the T.M. 6, T.M.
27, T.M. 28, and the T.M. 47. Penrurk
then went into detail regarding
a trending topic in the Thailand

Following Penrurk’s T.M. 30
presentation, Kowit Somwaiya
discussed major updates with
Thailand’s SMART visa. He also
touched on visa and work permit
updates in general and penalties that
employers may encounter if they fail
to comply.
The popularity of the topic required
a few venue changes in order to
accommodate the growing number
of attendees. With over 100 people
in attendance, an application was
used to streamline the question
and answer portion of the event.
Benjamin Hart moderated questions
from the audience while providing his
own legal expertise to some of the
inquiries.

Hotel and Hotel Residences Market
Outlook for Greater Pattaya

O

n September 5, at the Holiday
Inn Pattaya, AMCHAM Thailand
partnered with STR Global Singapore
for a knowledge and information
session on the hotel and hotel
residences markets and outlook in
greater Pattaya including the Eastern
Economic Corridor (EEC). This event
was well received by over 150
attendees.
This meeting covered the projected
demand of the EEC and opportunities
for the Pattaya hotel market with
a distinguished panel of speakers
including Bill Barnett, Managing
Director of C9 Hotelworks, Fenady
Uriarte SEA Business Development
Manager of STR, Nikhom
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Guests watch presentations by a large panel of distinguished speakers in Pattaya.

Jensiriratanakorn, Director of Horwath
Thailand, Serena Lim, Vice-President,
Development, South East Asia and
Korea of InterContinental Hotels Group,
Papon Kanungvanichakul, Senior

Associate of Baker McKenzie Thailand,
Brennan Campbell, Chief Executive
Officer of FazWaz Property Group, and
Charles Blocker, Co-Chair AMCHAM
Travel & Tourism Committee.

Women on Board Discussion Series

O

n September 11, at the
Landmark Hotel, AMCHAM
held its second Women on Board
discussion series, featuring Jennifer
Peng, Finance Director for the Greater
Indochina HUB at Colgate Palmolive
Thailand, and Rachel Davidson,
Cluster General Manager of Hilton
and DoubleTree Sukhumvit Bangkok.
AMCHAM Executive Director, Heidi
Gallant, moderated the discussion.
The women started the conversation
by providing background regarding
their career trajectories and personal
experiences.
Both women also spoke about
the significance of volunteering to
better understand and contribute
to a community. While it is not easy
to balance a career, family life and
volunteer, all at the same time, they
emphasized on prioritizing for a
balanced life. They also highlighted
their personal challenges of breaking

Heidi Gallant (right) moderates for Jennifer Peng (left) and Rachel Davidson (center).

stereotypes by owning their decisions
and creating cultural change by
stepping up when given an opportunity.
As Jennifer Peng currently serves on
AMCHAM’s Board of Governors and

Rachel Davidson has experience with
the Okinawa AMCHAM, serving as
President for two years, both women
had a lot to say about their involvement
with American chambers all around the
globe.
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Attendees enjoyed the expert insights from guest speakers Dr. Malinvisa Sakdiyakorn (right photo, left) and Arni Raggareal (right photo, center).

Managing Diversity and Inclusion
in Times of Disruption

O

n September 18 at the
DoubleTree Sukhumvit Bangkok,
over 40 attendees joined AMCHAM’s
HR and CSR Committees in a joint
event titled Managing Diversity and

Inclusion in Times of Disruption.
Attendees had the honor of hearing
Dr. Malinvisa Sakdiyakorn, HR/OD
Lecturer and Researcher at Mahidol
University, and Arni Riffareal, HR

Director, Philippines and Director of
Diversity and Inclusion Asia Pacific at
Ford Motor Company, speak on the
subject. For further coverage please
visit www.amchamthailand.com

Impact of U.S.-China Trade Tension on the
ASEAN and Thai Economic Outlook
before the U.S. – China trade Tension
began, the current outlook for growth
looks slower than before. Economists
are expecting to further adjust
their forecasts as more tariffs are
anticipated for Chinese exports.

Economist, Nalin Chuchotitham, seated center on the sofa, provided information on the trade disputes
between China and the United States.

O

n September 26 in the
AMCHAM Citi Boardroom,
over 35 attendees gathered to hear
a briefing by Nalin Chutchotitham,
Chief Economist for Thailand and
Philippines at Citibank, as she
discussed the impact of the U.S. –
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China trade tensions on both the Thai
and global economic outlook.
Nalin began her briefing with key
changes happening with the economic
growth of Thailand. Compared to
previous projections from 2018,

She went on to say that Thailand can
expect a flattish export performance
going forward with an expectation
that the Baht will remain strong
through early 2020. Nalin cited
previous data regarding ASEAN
exports, updated in June, with an
expectation that countries would
be slower to adjust to the tariffs but
have been surprisingly agile. In her
research, it was recognized that the
MNCs with available capacity are
relocating their efforts within ASEAN
in order to further deal with the
trade tension. Nalin Chutchotitham’s
presentation is available on the
AMCHAM Member Portal.
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Pfizer Thailand Foundation and
Promoting Wellness Literacy

O

n October 3 in the AMCHAM
Citibank Boardroom, 25
attendees gathered to hear Amara
Chunplang, Corporate and Public
Affairs Lead for Pfizer Thailand, and
Sasipa Jirasuktaveekul, Assistant
CSR Managaer of Pfizer Thailand
Foundation, speak on Pfizer’s CSR
initiative in Promoting Wellness
Literacy. The Pfizer Thailand
Foundation was a recipient of the
Gold Status AMCHAM’s CSR
Excellence (ACE) Award for 2018,
making them an excellent example for
businesses looking to apply for the
ACE awards in the future.
Amara and Sasipa highlighted the
everyday community importance of
their project, which effects the lives
of many medical and pharmaceutical
students studying in Thailand,
including that some of their award
recipients reside in Cambodia and
Laos as well.

CSR Co-Chair John DaSilva, seated left, presents a gift to the guest speakers: Amara Chunplang, seated
second from left, and Sasipa Jirasuktaveekul, seated second from right.

To date, Pzifer’s foundation has
donated approximately 60 million
baht to roughly 330 grantees. The
project continues to expand, citing
in 2018 Pfizer Thailand Foundation
was able to support 43 students.
In addition to this project, Pfizer
Thailand Foundation spearheaded

the Pfizer Healthy Aging Society
initiative which focuses on preseniors; those between ages 45-59.
Pfizer is also working to educate and
provide legal guidance and advice to
new medical practitioners in Thailand
with the assistance of the Medical
Association of Thailand.

An Introduction to New Export Laws
(WMD) Law’. The Ministry of
Commerce has enacted a new ‘Act
on control products which are related
to the spread of Weapons of Mass
Destruction (WMD)’.
The Act was published in the Royal
Gazette on April 30, 2019. The
purpose of both laws is to control the
products for export.

Interest for An Introduction to New Export Laws filled the Citibank Boardroom to capacity.

O

n October 8, in a packed
Citibank Boardroom, AMCHAM
members gathered to hear a seminar
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on the introduction to the ‘Export
Control Law on Dual Use Product’
and ‘Weapons of Mass Destruction

AMCHAM invited Khun Patcharakarn
Suthiworayanon, a Ministry of
Commerce specialist, who provided
clarification and insights about the
laws, and Mr. John Haberstock,
Regional Export Control Officer of the
U.S. Department of Commerce, who
shared experience and international
practice.

Social Networking and Meet the
AMCHAM Board Candidates
On October 9, with a lovely Chao Phraya riverside backdrop on, AMCHAM held a special networking event for over
130 attendees at the Ramada Plaza Menam Riverside Hotel. Attendees enjoyed a diverse and delicious selection of
Indian food, a make-your-own-pasta bar, as well as a dessert bar. Board of Governors Candidates for 2020-2021 also
had the opportunity to give their reasons for AMCHAM candidacy to the audience.
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New Member Orientation - AMCHAM 101

O

n October 9 at the Ramada
Plaza Menam Riverside Hotel,
over 40 existing and new AMCHAM
members gathered for AMCHAM’s
New Member Orientation – AMCHAM
101. This special orientation happens
twice a year to educate new
members on how to get the most
out of their membership. AMCHAM
Executive Director, Heidi Gallant,
led the informational session while
bringing in other AMCHAM staff to
speak on their department focus.
SME Committee Co-Leader Greg
Boudah, HR Committee Co-Leaders
Shaun Wong and Christopher Shultz,
and YPC Co-Leader Josh Decker
were also present to speak with
attendees on their programming and
different committee activities. Long-

New and existing members gather for October’s AMCHAM 101, to learn and review the Chamber’s offerings.

term members were also present as
the orientation is also an excellent
opportunity to review the Chamber’s

benefits and to learn of new ones that
may have been implemented after
joining.

Thailand Science Park Visit and Meeting
with the NSTDA

O

n October 11, AMCHAM
members visited the Thailand
Science Park the first science,
technology and innovation hub
of Thailand, to meet with the
National Science and Technology
Development Agency. Organized
by AMCHAM’s Healthcare Council,
the event was a first of its kind to
learn about national directions on
healthcare, medical device research,
advanced technologies, and discuss
opportunities in the healthcare service
industry. The event was a follow
up to an AMCHAM meeting with
President of NSTDA in January this
year and was led by Heidi Gallant,
Executive Director of AMCHAM, and
Amara Chumplang, Co-Chair of the
Healthcare Council.
AMCHAM members were given an
overview on NSTDA’s role in strengthening its capabilities in research
and innovation in technology by the
private sector through the Thailand
Science Park. Members were also
given an insight into the Eastern Eco-
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An attendee asks a question during a presentation by the NSTDA.

nomic Corridor of Innovation (EECi),
a specialized science park that will
stimulate and manage the flow of
knowledge and technology amongst
universities, R&D institutions, companies and markets for creation and
growth of innovation based companies through incubation and spin off
processes. The EECi, which will be
ready by 2021, marks the beginning
of Thailand’s drive towards stability,

prosperity and sustainability through
Science, Technology and Innovation.
Dr. Ravipat Phudpong, Director of
Collaboration Development Division,
EECi, and Dr. Kriskrai Sitthiseripratip, Principal Researcher, Medical
Devices Research Center, NSTDA
welcomed the AMCHAM delegation
and took members on a guided tour
of the facility.

Practical HR & Legal Clinic for SMEs

O

n October 16 at Bourbon Street
Bangkok, AMCHAM’s Human
Resources and Small and Medium
Enterprise Committees held a joint
event for 30 participants addressing
HR and Legal issues that small businesses face. As SME organizations
are increasingly under pressure to
perform and leaders typically juggle
many different aspects of the business, this clinic was a great opportunity for the community to receive advice
on issues that larger businesses have
entire departments dedicated to.
Guests broke intp micro-groups to further diagnose and address issues within their businesses.

Attendees engaged with accomplished experts in areas regarding
Human Resources and Legal matters: Richard Jackson, Co-Founder &
General Manager of RLC Recruitment
Co. Ltd, Kate Jackson, Managing
Director & Strategic Communications
Consultant at Andragogy, and David
Lawrence, Partner at Pisut & Partners.

While enjoying a three-course dinner,
attendees engaged in open discussion
with the speakers who rotated tables
after a period of time. When asked
about employee retention regarding
millennials, Richard spoke on the
importance of pitching a journey rather
than a benefits package. Learning

and Development specialist, Kate, answered an inquiry about who decides
what skills employees should develop
by stating that this is the responsibility of employees themselves. Many
questions were asked regarding legal
matters which David responded, but of
course, it was all off the record.

A Strong Baht and Economic Uncertainty

O

n October 18 at the Holiday Inn
Pattaya, AMCHAM along with
GTCC, NTCC, AustCham, BCCT and
Manufacturing Focus Group, hosted
a panel discussion titled A Strong
Baht and Economic Uncertainty:
Outlook and Impact for Thailand and
its Neighbors. The discussion was
received by over 50 attendees and
featured expert commentary from
John Evans, Co-Founder & Managing
Director of Tractus Asia, David
Nardone, CEO of WHA Industrial
Development Public Company
Limited, and Chris Bruton, Executive
Director of Dataconsult.
The panel discussion started with
opening remarks from Chris Bruton,
who showed attendees a small
crystal ball that he received as a
gift from friends, jokingly stating
that he hoped it would help with his
prediction of the outlook of the Thai
economy. Chris went on to speak

Chris Bruton, standing at the podium, provides opening remarks for A Strong Baht and Economic Uncertainty.

about his time in Thailand and how
in the past 50 years, he has seen
a lot of fluctuation. After closing his
remarks, moderator David Nardone
introduced John Evans to begin the
panel discussion.
Attendees asked about policies

affecting their specific manufacturing
businesses, Thai intervention with
baht inflation, and many other
questions affecting their industry. The
panel discussion was held off the
record to encourage more sincere
engagement with the audience and
speakers.
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Eastern Seaboard Social Networking
On October 18 at the Holiday Inn Pattaya, AMCHAM hosted the Multi-Chamber Eastern Seaboard
Networking Night. The event was attended by over 130 guests and was sponsored by WHA and
Holiday Inn Pattaya. Attendees had the pleasure of an address from special guest, Michael Heath,
Chargé d’Affaires at the U.S. Embassy, who shared a few words regarding the business in Thailand.
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Updates on Maintenance, Repair and
Operations (MRO) Regulations

O

n October 21 in the Citibank
Boardroom at AMCHAM,
Ronald Brickerd, Managing Director
for Thayaan Aviation Consultants
Group, gave a presentation regarding
updates on MRO Regulations for
Thailand. AMCHAM’s Aerospace
Council and a few new attendees,
discussed the implications of the new
protocols. Namely, the introduction
of a 1-billion-baht investment for
companies looking to build in
Thailand. The current regulations have
not yet been officially translated into
English but an unofficial translation
was provided in the presentation,
which is accessible to AMCHAM
members on the member portal.

Ronald Brickerd, seated left, gave a presentation on important updates regarding MRO Regulations for Thailand.

Estate Tax Planning for Mixed
Nationality Families

O

n October 28 at the Oriental
Residence, AMCHAM’s Tax
Committee organized an event on
Estate Planning for Mixed Nationality
Families. Estate and succession
planning is a daunting task at the
best of times, but mixed nationality
families face added challenges (and
opportunities).
Art Winter, Partner at Winter &
Melbinger, LLP gave an overview of
the possible ways that US citizens
can leave assets to non-U.S.
spouses, touching on wills, living
trusts, and totten trusts, highlighting
the practical advantages and
limitations of each. Jonathan Blaine,
Thailand Tax Director & Head of
Regional Compliance & Investigations
at DFDL (Thailand), presented on
Thai inheritance tax regulations as
they affect non-Thai citizens with Thai
families or Thai assents before going
on to share a handful of case studies
involving cross-national estates.

Members with diverse families meet to learn about
estate tax planning.

The presentations prompted active
questioning by an attentive audience, allowing the speakers to speak
directly to the audience’s concerns,
delving into particulars of Thai and
U.S. estate law. Both slide presentations are available for reference in the
member login area of the AMCHAM
website.

Art Winter, Partner at Winter & Melbinger, LLP gave
an overview of tax assets for multi-national families.
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Annual General Meeting & Monthly
Luncheon with Google

2019 AMCHAM Board members pose for a photo with the 2020 Board elect.

O

n October 30 at the
Movenpick BDMS Wellness
Resort Bangkok, over 160
attendees gathered to
hear from Google Thailand’s Napatra
Charassuvichakanich, insights on
Building Thailand’s Digital Future.
Napatra, who manages the Financial
Services sector for Google Thailand,
works in partnership with key clients
to digitize how financial services are
discovered and sold to increasingly
connected Thais. Drawing on
Google’s insights, she highlighted the
shifting trends in South East Asia’s
internet economy, the challenges of
funding and how businesses can
seize opportunities in this growing
industry.
The initial challenge that Google saw
was to compete for funding to come
to SEA but as the digital industry
gained momentum and the digital
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ecosystem matured, SEA’s internet
economy hit an inflation because of
the robust consumption of online on
consumer’s side. Initially only brands
that were internet ready adopted
online platforms for advertising but

soon with the progress across
e-commerce, online media, ride hailing
and online travel, advertisers had to
shift their funding to digital, to catch
the eyeballs of the consumers. Nine
startups became regional unicorns

Guest Speaker Napatra Charassuvichakanich, left, stands with AMCHAM President Gregory Bastien, right.

such as Grab, GoJek, Lazada, etc.
For Thailand, E-commerce and online
media are two high-growth sectors
and ride-hailing and online travel show
steady growth.
Napatra further shared insights on
the reasons why Thailand is the 2nd
largest internet economy. With easy
access to the internet and internet
affordability, Thais have adopted the
digital world at an accelerating pace
and there has been a 7x growth in
average data usage over the past 4
years. There has also been a surge
in the digital payment transactions
with wallet on Line and Rabbitpay.

In order to leverage the rise of the
internet economy, she emphasized
on partnership with digital players
and adoption of Artificial Intelligence
to help supercharge business
capacity.
The event then continued with
a presentation by AMCHAM’s
President Gregory Bastien, who
summarized the growth of AMCHAM
in 2019. With close to 100 new
members, enhanced offerings such
as a mini-site for our member’s
directory profile, launch of the
Member Plus app, over 200 events
and over 40 advocacy initiatives;

AMCHAM continues to grow as
an inclusive and diverse business
community and offers services
that is relevant for its members.
Gregory also announced the raise in
membership fees that will continue
to support these activities and
enhanced services in 2020.
Candidates of AMCHAM’s People’s
Choice Awards - Chevron, Citibank,
GSK, Grand Hyatt Erawan Bangkok,
Microsoft, Minor International,
Seagate and WHA Group also
showcased their CSR projects at the
start of the event to so members can
cast their vote for their favorite project
under this special award category.
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Indo Pacific Business Forum 2019

O

speech emphasized the United States
Government’s deep and continuous
commitment to a Free and Open
Indo-Pacific in which all nations are
sovereign, strong, and prosperous.

The Indo-Pacific region, which is
home to over 4 billion people is a
region of peace, unity and continuous
economic growth. Dr. Kobsak
Pootrakool, Royal Thai Government,
delivered the opening address and
spoke on Thailand’s long-standing
friendly relationship of over 200 years
with the U.S. and acknowledged the
role of the private sector in Thailand’s
growth as the second largest
economic destination in the region.

There were several panel
discussions throughout the day
touching upon topics such as
digital economy, infrastructure
development, energy development,
partnerships and financing in the
region. The event is a key platform
that brings together key U.S. Cabinet
Secretaries and senior leaders from
U.S. government and business to
discuss how government tools and
policies can facilitate private sector
partnerships to unleash the full
potential of the Indo-Pacific region.
The Indo-Pacific Business Forum
was jointly organized by the U.S.
and the Thai governments along
with AMCHAM Thailand, the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, U.S. ASEAN Business Council and the
Thai Chamber of Commerce.

n November 4, the IndoPacific Business Forum
kicked off at the Impact
Exhibition Center and was
attended by over 1,000 business
and government leaders from the
Indo-Pacific region. The historical
gathering plays an important role in
promoting collaboration and growth
between the U.S. and ASEAN
countries and enunciates U.S.
Government’s commitment to drive
sustainable development and social
impact in the region.
AMCHAM President Gregory Bastien gives the
closing remarks at the Indo Pacific Business Forum.

U.S. Secretary of Commerce Dr.
Wilbur Ross, who delivered the
keynote address, congratulated
Thailand on its successful role as
ASEAN’s Chairmanship. Accompanied
by 40 executives from leading
U.S. firms, Mr. Ross was leading
an economic mission to Thailand,
Indonesia, and Vietnam. His keynote

Executive Directors of the AmChams Asia
Pacific Retreat in Bangkok
On November 5, AMCHAM
Thailand hosted the annual Asia
Pacific Council of American
Chambers of Commerce (APCAC):
Executive Directors Retreat. Over
two days, Executive Directors of
American Chambers of Commerce
throughout Asia Pacific met to
discuss strategies, share valuable
insights on the business climate
and key business priorities in their
countries, as well as share best
practices on Chamber services
that are relevant to the business
community.
The meeting brings forward the
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coming year on common initiatives.
At the meeting, the Executive
Directors finalized the new logo and
the name for the AmChams of Asia
Pacific. The Executives Directors
will next meet at the AmChams
of Asia-Pacific Business Summit
2020, March 11-12, in Singapore.

Executive Directors of AmChams of the Asia Pacific
choose a new logo for their updated name.

perspectives of other AmCham
chapters from around the Asia Pacific
and puts into action plans for the

The high-profile 2-day summit will
attract business, diplomatic and
academic figures from more than
25 countries across the U.S. and
Asia Pacific region to drive thought
leadership, explore investment
opportunities, and make B2B and
B2G connections.

LINE Official Account

O

n November 5 at the LINE offices, AMCHAM held an
event for over 70 participants introducing a new CRM
tool for Small to Medium Enterprises in Thailand, LINE Official
Account. Attendees heard from Sai Jarusean, Business
Development Manager with LINE, as she spoke on LINE
Official Account’s uses and API capabilities. With over 32
million users in Thailand alone, many SMEs have already

taken advantage of the opportunities presented with using
LINE@ as a communication channel for their business. Sai
spoke about LINE Official Account and how all LINE@ users
will be integrated to the new system by January 2020. She
expanded on the differences between LINE Official Account
and LINE@ which included differences in the price plan,
audience segmentation, and user engagement.

Sai Jarusean, Business Development Manager with LINE, standing left in the first picture, speaks to members on how to utilize LINE OfficIal Account.

U.S. Tax Filing for 2019 – What You
Need to Know

T

he AMCHAM Tax Committee gathered on
November 7 at the Oriental Residence to brief
AMCHAM members on changes and updates to tax
filing procedures for individuals and corporations. The
discussions were led by the Tax Committee Co-chairs:
Matthew Stevens of U.S. Global Tax Plan, Jonathan
Blaine of DFDL, and John Andes of KPMG.
The presenters walked the audience through key
considerations, such as when it is more advantageous
for individuals to opt for Foreign Tax Credit rather than
taking the Foreign Earned Income Exclusion. For SME
owners, they covered issues related to controlled
foreign corporations, reviewing the transition tax and
the GILTI, and looked at how the Tax Cuts and Jobs
Act (TCJA) of 2017 has changed international tax
planning considerations for these companies. Other
topics covered in passing included the introduction
of certain relief procedures aimed at “accidental” U.S.
citizens intending to relinquish citizenship and the
introduction of a new 1040 form for senior citizens
(1040-SR).
For members who were not able to attend in person,
the presentation is available for download on the
members-only section of the AMCHAM website.

Attendees gather to hear AMCHAM’s Tax Committee discuss the changes 2019
U.S. Tax filing.
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Breakfast Briefing with Wilbur Ross,
U.S. Secretary of Commerce

Wilbur Ross, center, is joined with U.S. Government officials and AMCHAM Board Members for his breakfast briefing.

O

n November 5 at the
Movenpick BDMS Wellness
Resort, Bangkok, Wilbur
Ross, U.S. Secretary of
Commerce, addressed distinguished
AMCHAM members and Executive
Directors from the AmChams of Asia
Pacific. Also, in attendance was
Mr. Mitchell Silk, Acting Assistant
Secretary, International Markets and
Development, U.S. Department of
Treasury along with a delegation sent
from the White House.
In his keynote address, Mr. Ross
emphasized the U.S. Government’s
long-standing commitment to building
nations that are sovereign, strong and
prosperous by encouraging open and
transparent business environments
to level the playing field. He said that
ASEAN is the top destination for U.S.
Investment in the Indo-Pacific with
a cumulative investment of $271
billion that has spurred growth and
encouraged free and open markets
for export. He recognized the role
of the private sector in contributing
towards infrastructure and energy
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development and leading the pathway
for building a strong economy.
Attended by regional business
leaders who were in Bangkok as
part of AMCHAM delegation to
Bangkok across diverse industries
such as digital, hospitality,
education, SMES, etc. the breakfast
briefing was an opportunity for
AMCHAM members to have an
open dialogue and engage with
leaders from the Cabinet to discuss
and lobby for business interest.
The event was also attended by

Executive Directors from AmChams
of the Asia Pacific (AAP), who were
able to discuss economic priorities
of their countries and engage
with the U.S delegation and other
members from the region.
Ross was in Bangkok as part of a
trade mission for the Indo-Pacific
Business Forum that brings together
policy makers and business leaders
from throughout the region and
the world for joint investments and
partnerships on projects that drive
economic prosperity in the region.

Suvitech and Improving Service Delivery

O

n November 21 at the
Sheraton Grande Sukhumvit,
AMCHAM Thailand hosted a
partner event with Suvitech on the
Internet of Things’ (IoT) role in driving
Thailand’s digital development and
digital workforce. Guest speakers
Dominic P. Arena CEO of Suvitech,
Niti Mekmok, MD and Founder of
Synergy Technology, and Vasupon

Thankakan (pictured), Cloud and
Enterprise Business Group Lead of
Microsoft (Thailand) each shared
key insights and opportunities with
IoT technologies for businesses.
The event covered examples on
how smart entrepreneurs have been
using IoT to monitor, automate, and
improve the overall performance of
their businesses.

Compensation and Benefits Workshop

O

n November 22 at The Westin Grande Sukhumvit,
the Chamber’s Human Resources (HR) Committee
held their annual workshop on Compensation and
Benefits. Special guest speakers Juckchai Boonyawat,
CEO of Mercer (Thailand), and Sudip Indani, Head, Health
& Benefits – Thailand and Senior Regional Consultant,
Health & Benefits– Asia & Australasia of Willis Towers
Watson, both shared their insight regarding the latest
HR trends while going over 2019’s Total Renumeration
Suvery Key Findings. In this rapidly evolving digital world,
where no one compensation package fits all, agile
organizations need to move from traditional Employee
Value Propositions to Talent Experience Propositions in
order to retain the best talent.

The First AMCHAM Start-Up Pitch Night
Over 100 people signed up to
watch five business hopefuls pitch
their ideas to a panel of esteemed
judges: Hemant Bhardwaj, Managing
Partner of Taurus Ventures, Timothy
Hughes, Vice President of Corporate
Development of Agoda, John
Heinecke, Chief Operating Officer
of Minor Group International, and
Chanond Ruangkritya, Chief Executive
Officer of Ananda Development.

O

n November 27 at the FYI
Center, AMCHAM’s Young
Professionals Committee (YPC) held
its first Start-Up Pitch Night; a special
event where start-up companies
competed for an opportunity to win
an AMCHAM Associate Membership.

The evening began with opening remarks by John Millar, Chief Strategic
Development Officer with Ananda
Development, who spoke on Ananda’s humble beginnings with companies that were willing to collaborate
with them early in their development.
Five start-up companies took part in

the inaugural Start-Up Pitch Night:
VR4Empathy, Quiet Storm, Foodie, Wayfairer Travel, and Full Circle
Filament. Each of the businesses
were chosen from a wide variety
of applicants by the Young Professional Committee. After each pitch,
the floor was opened to the judges
for questions and comments. While
the competition was stiff, Full Circle
Filament shined just a little brighter to
the judges. Founder, Chris Oestereich
(pictured center) describes Full Circle
Filament as an inclusive social enterprise that seeks to close the plastic
waste loop via 3D printing.
The evening wrapped with some light
networking and food and beverages
provided by Pizza Mania, Le Lapin and
Nitro Labs.
The American Chamber Of Commerce In Thailand
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AMCHAM Turkey Day ChariTEE
Golf Tournament

O

n a sunny November
afternoon, AMCHAM Thailand
teed off the Turkey Day ChariTEE
Golf tournament with over 100
attendees. Golfers dedicated their
time and tee to AMCHAM’s annual
ChariTEE Golf tournament raising
over 580,000 Baht for the American
Chamber of Commerce in Thailand
Foundation (ATF), to support
education for Thai children.
Beyond making a difference in the
lives of children in our communities,
the tournament is a great opportunity
for member companies to bond
together. It also is a fantastic event to
celebrate the spirit of Thanksgiving
with turkey and trimmings, all while
enjoying a fun day at the picturesque
green terrain of the Vintage Club Golf
course.
The weather was spectacular, the
food was amazing and none of it
would have been possible without
our sponsors. Thank you to each
annd every sponsor who donated to
the event.
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Winners for the ChariTEE Golf Tournament:
- Weekender Flight 1st
Caterpillar
- Weekender Flight 2nd Ford
- Weekender Flight 3rd
Agoda
- Championship Flight 1st Manhattan Asset
				Management
- Championship Flight 2nd Seagate
- Championship Flight 3rd Bank of Ayudhya
- Professional Flight 1st WHA
- Professional Flight 2nd Fenix
- Professional Flight 3rd USA
- Longest drive man
James Engel /SEAC
- Longest drive woman
Urai Phonsak / Manhattan
				Asset Management
- Turkey Flight		
ISB
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Festive Eggnog Party
On December 3 at the Anantara Siam, AMCHAM held its annual Festive Eggnog Party to over 300 guests. This event
is held in appreciation AMCHAM’s hardworking member representatives and their families. The festivities included
delicious food provided by the Anantara Siam, a special visit from Santa Claus, and the season’s best beverage:
eggnog, courtesy of Minor International. Guests enjoyed a casual atmosphere of networking while Santa and his very
helpful elf, spread cheer to all of the children present. Children were also delighted to have their faces painted and
engaged in other festive activities provided by the Rose Marie Academy. Monetary donations, as well as gifts, were
collected to benefit the Mercy Centre, an organization dedicated to helping disadvantaged children in Bangkok.
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Jazzy Festive Luncheon
On December 11 at the Grand Hyatt Erawan Hotel, AMCHAM finished 2019 off with a bang! Celebrating a year
full of wonderful events, over 500 AMCHAM members and their guests gathered for the final luncheon of the
year, the Jazzy Festive Luncheon. Chamber business was recapped by AMCHAM Vice President, Dale Lee,
before the festivities got under way. While the event contitued its signature activities, like caroling the 12 days
of Christmas and delicious eggnog provided by Minor International, attendees were treated to a quite a few
new experiences as well! The AMCHAM team curated a variety of table games and YouTube sensations Tada
and Charles the French delighted audiences with their carefully practiced magic tricks. Drag Race Thailand
Star, Dearis Doll, made a guest appearance while lip-syncing to Mariah Carey’s ‘All I Want For Christmas’. A
few lucky members were invited on stage to be decorated as a human Christmas trees before being voted on
by the audience. The entire luncheon would not have been Jazzy or Festive without the melodious tunes from
Andrew and the AMCHAM House Band, this year featuring a contestant from Thailand’s The Voice on vocals.
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2019 Auto Industry Briefing and 2020 Outlook

O

n December 16, the Automotive
Council Co-Chair Arnupab
Tadpitakkul gave a comprehensive
briefing on the AMCHAM Automotive
Council 2019 and Policy Working
Group Report. The objective was to
update all AMCHAM auto industry
members on the priorities that
AMCHAM advocates on behalf of its
members. The event was very well

attended by 65 AMCHAM members.
The excellent presentation covered
the overview of Thailand’s automotive
industry performance and outlook,
Euro 5/6 emission standards, RCEP
trade talks, ASEAN MRA on type
approval for automotive products, eco
sticker/label for automobiles, tires, and
motorcycles, Personal Data Protection
Act, and Thailand’s next-generation

automotive policy. The meeting also
had a wide-ranging exchange of views
and a Q&A session covering relevant
policy developments in the Thai auto
sector, future emission standards
implementation timeline, eco sticker/
label mandatory requirement, electric
motorcycles, human workforce vs.
robots, and the trend of electric
vehicles sales in 2020.

Stop Being Seen as the ‘Mai Dai’ Department

O

n December 17 at the
Sheraton Grande Sukhumvit,
AMCHAM’s Human Resources (HR)
Committee held their final event
of the year. Over 40 attendees
gathered for ‘Stop Being Seen as
the ‘Mai Dai’ Department’ by special
guest speaker, Neil Russel from
RMA Group.
The event started off with HR
Committee Co-Chair, Chris Shultz,
going over some basic AMCHAM
news and upcoming events. This
Committee has been very active for
the year, totaling 11 well attended
events with quality speakers.
With his long history of being
an expert in all matters Human
Resource related, Neil led group
sessions to demonstrate the
importance of communication and
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partnerships within a business. He
spoke on how businesses typically
view Human Resources as the
department that is the place where
people are told they “can’t do”
something. Stressing the importance
of building business partnerships,

Neil also spoke on how it is the
responsibility of the HR department
to work on building these
partnerships so that perception
can change. Guests were engaged
through a series of activities to help
solidify key points.

New Members

AMCHAM Welcomes New Members
ORDINARY COMPANY
MEMBER
Aviation Service Asia Company
Limited
Aberdeen Standard Asset
Management (Thailand)
As a leading global asset
manager, Aberdeen Standard
Investments is dedicated to
creating long-term value for our
clients. The investment needs of
our clients are at the heart of what
we do. We offer a comprehensive
range of investment solutions, as
well as the very highest level of
service and support. Aberdeen
Standard Asset Management
(Thailand) Limited is part of
Aberdeen Standard Investments,
which is the investment arm of
Standard Life Aberdeen plc.
Designate: Robert Penaloza, Chief
Executive Officer, Thailand

AcComm & Image
International Co., Ltd.
AcComm Group equips
organizations with new skills
and tools to thrive and navigate
their teams effectively in such
a fast-changing business
arena. Founded in 2005,
AcComm & Image International
offers solutions that help
organizations develop their
leadership knowledge, skills,
and behavior. Almost a decade
after its inception, the company
established Leadership and
Coaching Solutions Co., Ltd.
to serve increasing demands of
people development needs of
clients.
Designate: Atchara Juicharern,
Managing Director

With offices spanning 6 countries
and operating over 1,000 airports
in Asia, business aviation has been
the focus of The ASA Group for
quite some time. Becoming known
for excellence in ground handling
supervision, permits, slots, private
jet services, corporate security, VIP
security, close protection and luxury
concierge. ASA provides a full suite
of global possibilities to businesses
and VIP leisure travelers, with a clear
focus on the Asia Pacific Region.

Campanella And Associates
Recruitment Co.,Ltd.
Campanella And Associates
Recruitment Co.,Ltd. offers the full
suite of Human Resources services,
ranging from Executive Search to
full business process outsourcing.
Our services are geared toward
multinational and regional
companies operating in South
East Asia, specifically designed to
allow our clients to focus on core
business growth whilst having the
right team in place.
Designate: Santi Campanella,
Director

Designate: Julie Ambrose, Director
of Aviation

ELCA (Thailand)
Bangkok Industrial Gas
Company Limited
Bangkok Industrial Gas Company
Limited (BIG), Thailand’s Innovative
Industrial Gas Solutions, is a joint
venture between Thai investors (led
by Bangkok Bank) and Air Products
and Chemicals, Inc., a leading global
industrial gas company having more
than 75 years of experience in 50
countries worldwide. The company
provides integrated industrial gas
solutions with best in class of
safety and reliability, advanced
delivery management systems, and
innovative applications from a highly
experienced international team.
Our offerings cover a wide range of
gases including nitrogen, oxygen,
argon, hydrogen, carbon dioxide,
helium, mixed gases, specialty
gases as well as engineering design
and services.

ELCA (Thailand) Ltd. is one of the
Estee Lauder Companies’ affiliates.
Worldwide Most Prestigious
Cosmetics Company People all over
the world associate Estee Lauder
with beauty. This is because we
import and distribute internationally
famous cosmetics and fragrances
i.e. Estee Lauder, Clinique, Aramis,
Origins, M.A.C, Bobbi Brown,
Tommy Hilfiger, DKNY, Jo Malone,
La Mer, Lab Series, GoodSkin
Labs, Tory Burch, Tom Ford Beauty
and Aveda. However, we at ELCA
believe that we belong to more than
just a group of highly successful
companies dealing with beauty.
Designate: Vikas Tandon, General
Manager

Designate: Piyabut Charuphen,
Managing Director
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boosting employee engagement
and cooperation. FITDAO can offer
your company to strengthen your
best asset: your workforce.
Equator Pure Nature Co., Ltd
The business was founded in
March 2012 by Mr. Peter Wainman
and Ms. Sirilak Narongtanupone,
after Mr. Wainman suffered
allergic reactions to chemicals
commonly found in household
cleaning products in Asia. Given
their personal experience and the
troubling rise in worldwide allergy
and asthma rates, the company
embarked on a mission to invent
natural, hypoallergenic certified,
non-toxic, household cleaning
products, with cleaning power
comparable to chemical products.
After years of rigorous research and
development, PiPPER STANDARD
products hit shelves in Thailand in
late 2014, and Equator Pure Nature
has since become a leading Asian
manufacturer of natural household
cleaning products.
Designate: Peter Nelson Wainman,
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer

Designate: Jerome Besnard, CoFounder

Gallothai Co., Ltd.
Chocolate and compound
confectionery production and
trading, bakery production, sugar
confectionery
Designate: Jean-Louis Graindorge,
Managing Director

Gogotech Co.,Ltd
Startup Developing Advancehd,
Safe and Affordable Powered
Wheelchairs for the international
market

FITDAO Co. Ltd
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Vertigrate is an Australian
company established by founders
from the event industry in 2015.
The company has developed
a unique software meeting
comprehensive needs of event
organizers, promoters, sponsors,
venue owners and consumers.
Company’s consumer facing
brand is called Megatix and
provides robust ticketing system
with a streamlined minimal click
checkout, the most advanced
and comprehensive reporting
system, and the most reliable in
app mobile scanning product in
the world.
Designate: Onur Atasoy,
Managing Director

Designate:Charles Rubin, CoFounder

FITDAO proposes a comprehensive
service for creating a “Corporate
Wellness Culture” for companies.
This employee benefit has the
particularity to even greater benefits
the corporations. The corporate
wellness program is designed to
support and encourage a holistic
approach to employee well-being by
creating an organizational culture of
health. This is an employee benefit
with an excellent added value to
the company and its performance.
Offering a corporate wellness
solution cultivates healthy habits
among employee populations and
improves health outcomes, all while
increasing productivity, optimizing
human resource investments and

Megatix Thailand

Holistic Health Systems Co., Ltd.
Holistic Health Systems Ltd. has
operated a fully licensed Physical
Therapy Clinic in Bangkok since
1998. The clinic specializes in
treating painful conditions of the
neck, back, shoulder, wrist, hip,
knee, ankle and foot. The clinic
offers both Physical Therapy and
Chiropractic services provided by a
Chiropractor and Physical Therapists
who are all licensed in Thailand.
Designate: Mark Leoni, Chiropractor

Sumitomo Mitsui Auto
Leasing & Service (Thailand)
Sumitomo Mitsui Auto Leasing &
Service (Thailand) began vehicle
leasing and fleet management
businesses in Thailand after
being established in 2003.
The Headquarter is Sumitomo
Mitsui Auto Service Co., Ltd in
Japan. The company also has
branch in India and Australia
and cooporate with Elelment
Financial Corporation in US. Their
strengths lie in customer-focused
operations and our high-quality
maintenance system.
They provide “Total Vehicle
Management Solutions” to
support comprehensive vehicle
management, respond to
emergencies through their
call center, and centrally
manage various vehicle-related
procedures, such as preventive
maintenance, repairs, tax and
insurance fees.

Designate: Toshihiko Tanaka,
President

three-tiered swimming pool or
indulge at the Fitness Centre with a
gymnasium, sauna, whirlpool and
steam rooms.
Designate: Joseph Sampermans,
General Manager

Designate: Josh Maxwell,
Partner

Thailand Management
Association
TMA is a non-profit organization
established to enhance the
managerial excellence and
competitiveness of businesses
in Thailand. The TMA provides
public training, customized
in-house trainings, consulting
services, research and
international conferences, as well
as networking and knowledgesharing opportunities. The
international network includes,
for example, the World Economic
Forum (WEF), the International
Institute for Management
Development Switzerland (IMD),
the University of California
Berkeley (UC Berkeley) among
others. More than 300,000
leaders and managers have
participated in TMA programs
since 1964.
Designate: Wanweera
Rachdawong, Chief Executive
Officer

The Peninsula Bangkok
One of the finest hotels in Asia,
The Peninsula Bangkok perfectly
mixes timeless elegance and
sophistication with contemporary
comfort and technology. Its
distinctive offers each of the
370 rooms and suites stunning
panoramic views over the
historic Chao Phraya River. The
Peninsula Bangkok features
the magnificent Peninsula Spa,
which offers treatments that layer
Thai, European and Ayurvedic
philosophies for an entirely new
experience. Guests can relax in
a Thai pavilion by the 88-metre

taxation of Americans living
abroad, taxation of U.S.owned
foreign investments and assets
(outbound), and tax and legal
issues regarding U.S. investment
for foreign investors and
businesses (inbound).

Varian Medical Systems Pacific,
Inc.
Varian Medical Systems is the
world’s leading producer of medical
technology and software for treating
cancer with radiation therapy,
radiosurgery, proton therapy, and
brachytherapy. Additionally, Varian
creates informatics software that
enables cancer treatment facilities
to more efficiently manage patient
data.
Designate: Jamie Kebely, Senior
Director, APAC Government Affairs
ASSOCIATE COMPANY
MEMBER

Nu-Star inc
Leading manufacturer a battery
powered a Material Handling
equipment for pushing and pulling
machinery and products in the
manufacturing industry.
Designate: Scott Lorch, President/
Chief Executive Officer

COMPANY ADDRESS
CHANGES:
MEBS Global Co.,Ltd.
Relocated to No. 591 United
Business Center II (UBC II) 20th
Floor, Sukhumvit Road, North
Klongton Sub-District, Wattana
District, Bangkok 10110
Thailand
Woodmont International
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Relocated to 38 - 42 Soi Ram
Maitri (Soi Nana), Pom Prap,
Pom Prap Suttru Phai, Bangkok
10100
Securitas Security Guard
(Thailand) Ltd.
Relocated to 10/76 Unit
408,The Trendy Office Building,
4th Floor, Sukhumvit Soi
13(Saeng Chan),Sukhumvit
Road,Khlongtoey-Nua,Wattana,
Bangkok 10110
COMPANY NAME CHANGES:
TRW Steering & Suspension
Co.,Ltd
is now ZF Automotive safety
systems (Thailand) Co.,Ltd.

Hone Maxwell LLP
Hone Maxwell LLP is a U.S.
based law firm with offices in San
Diego and San Francisco. Their
practice focuses on international
tax and business matters including
FATCA, U.S. amnesty programs,
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AMCHAM Affinity Program

The following fine establishments offer promotions and discounts to AMCHAM members

American School of Bangkok
50% off registration fees,
10% off first year’s tuition

Anantara Bangkok Riverside Resort & Spa
20% discount on food for dinner at Trader Vic’s,
Benihana and Manohra Cruises (gold menu)

BNH Hospital
5% discount on medications;
15% discount on ward rooms

Cali-Mex Bar and Grill
15% discount on Food and Beverage

CoffeeWORKS
20% Off La Cimbali Espresso Machines

Glow Hotels & Resort
15% Discount from any rate on hotel website

Hilton Sukhumvit Bangkok
20% discount on all dining experience at
Hilton Sukumvit Bangkok

Bangkok Marriott Hotel Sukhumvit
20% off total bill in all outlets at
Bangkok Marriott Hotel Sukhumvit
Maximum eight people per table per bill

Banyan Tree Bangkok
20% discount for F&B and 10% discount
for room rates

Beach Republic Koh Samui
Amazing deal for AMCHAM members plus US$100
will be donated to ATF for each card sold.

Berkeley International School
50% discount on tuition and registration
fees for all U.S citizens

Bourbon St.
10% Discount on
Food at Bourbon St.
Restaurant & Oyster Bar
Cajun Creole Cuisine

Centara Grand at Central Plaza Latphrao
Special offer on F&B and services to
AMCHAM members only

Conrad Bangkok
20% Special Discount on Food & Beverage

Grand Hyatt Erawan Bangkok
20% Discount for food (International Buffet)

LMG Insurance
15% discount for motor and other insurance

Bumrungrad Hospital
Maximum discount 15% of at Bumrungrad

Centara Grand & Bangkok Convention
Centre at CentralWorld
15% Discount on Brunch at UNO MAS
Domingo Fabuloso

Gallothai
10% off on
every product in
the luxury Duc de
Paslin shops

Holistic Health Systems
10% discount on
the first visit for
Chiropractic and/or
Physical Therapy
services

Mahanakorn
Partners Group
10% Discount
on all Accounting
& Tax Advisory
Packages

Restrictions apply. Members must present AMCHAM membership card to receive promotions and discounts. Offer is subject to change or termination;
new offers, changes and terminations will be announced in T-AB Magazine and on the AMCHAM website. If you have not yet received your AMCHAM
membership card, please contact the AMCHAM office. For details and restrictions on these offers please visit: www.amchamthailand.com.
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Movenpick BDMS Wellness Resort
15% discount for both food and beverage at
hotel restaurants excluding alcohol

Mai House
15% discount from any rate on hotel website

Metropole Bangkok
15% Discount from any rate on hotel website

Pacific Cross Health Insurance
5% premium discount on Insurance plan

Pattana Golf Club & Resort
Special Golf Promotion for AMCHAM
Members Only

Prem Tinsulanonda International School
20% discount on Triadhos Camps for
AMCHAM members in 2020

Radisson Suites Bangkok Sukhumvit
20% discount at Punjab Grill Restaurantat
Punjab Grill Restaurant

Renaissance Bangkok
Ratchaprasong Hotel
20%Off on F&B discount across all outlets

Raja’s Fashions
Buy One Suit, Get One Shirt Free

Rembrandt Hotel
10% off both food & beverage at
MEXICANO, Rembrandt Hotel

Regus Management (Thailand)
10% discount for office rental and membership
across all IWG PLC centers (Regus,
Spaces and HQ) in Thailand

Robere and Associates
15% off all training programs

Rose Marie Academy
Providing Scholarships
for SME Families

Samitivej Hospital
Up to 50% discount on health
check up program

Siam Kempinski Hotel Bangkok
Special room rate offer starting from THB
5,875++ per room per night

Sheraton Samui Resort
The 3-night package at 14,999 THB
(based on double occupancy)

Spokes Jewelry Services
Free clean & check on one jewelry item,
10% off your custom jewelry design

Sunrise Tacos
10% discount

The St. Regis Hotel
Special price for spa at ELEMIS Spa
at St.Regis Hotel

W Hotel Bangkok
30% off W Does Brunch Saturday
brunch buffet on every 1st and 3rd
Saturday of the month

Pisut & Partners
10% Discount on Legal Fees for AMCHAM
Members Free Initial Consultation (1 Hour)
for AMCHAM Members

Sheraton Grande
Sukhumvit
20% off on food
and beverage at
Sheraton Grande
Sukhumvit

Swissotel Bangkok Ratchada
Special price for International
and Seafood Dinner

Webster University
Special scholarships for AMCHAM
members and family
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Amplify Your Voice through Thought
Leadership with AMCHAM
AMCHAM is seeking member submissions
for our T-AB Magazine and website.
Subject Guidelines
Future issues of T-AB Magazine will focus on SMEs, Digital Communications &
Marketing, Real Estate & Trade Investments, Finance & Logistics, and we are
actively soliciting articles on these topics. We also welcome articles about new
legal and regulatory developments; knowledge sharing and best practices;
and any topics affecting the business climate in Thailand.
We do ask that articles be on topics of general interest and demonstrate
thought leadership by including original research, information, or analysis.
Articles should not be primarily self-promotional or focus on member news;
this type of information – for example, press releases – may be submitted to
our communications team, but will be compiled in a separate section under
Member News.

Format Guidelines
Articles should be sent in editable format, accompanied by 2-4 images.
Images should be unedited and saved in .JPEG format with a resolution of at
least 300 dpi. Please include captions. Charts and graphs should be sent in
PDF format with title.
Please provide the author’s position, organization, and e-mail address, as well
as a recent headshot style photo. Feature articles for T-AB Magazine should
be approximately 500-800 words, and may be edited for length or clarity.
Contributions for the website may be shorter.
Submission deadline for Volume 1 2020 T-AB Magazine is February 21.
Website articles may be submitted on a rolling basis.

For submissions or inquiries please
contact our communications team at
comm@amchamthailand.com.
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